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BACKGROUND 

In 2006, approximately 83,000 (10%) of Montgomery County residents reported having one or more disabilities. That 
same year, 79% of persons without disabilities were employed while only 54% of persons with disabilities were employed.    

Federal, State, and County laws protect persons with disabilities, as defined by those laws, from discrimination in the 
workplace based on a disability 

 
including in the hiring process. The federal Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) 

also requires the County Government to provide reasonable accommodations,

 

when requested, to qualified 
individuals with disabilities. A reasonable accommodation is any modification to a job, employment practice, or work 
environment allowing a person with a disability to enjoy an equal employment opportunity.  

Citing the higher rate of unemployment for persons with disabilities and the County s legal responsibility not to 
discriminate in the workplace based on a disability, the County Council asked the Office of Legislative Oversight 
(OLO) to conduct a study of the County Government s efforts to hire persons with disabilities.  

GENERAL RESEARCH 

Persons with disabilities face persistent barriers to employment, including some employers presumptions about 
persons with disabilities, the structure of jobs, and the personal circumstances of the job seeker. However, studies on 
the economic impact of hiring persons with disabilities find that employees with and without disabilities have 
comparable on-the-job performance, longevity rates, and absentee rates. Studies consistently show that the cost of 
providing a reasonable accommodation to an employee with a disability averages less than $500.  

The research suggests that employers who want to increase their hiring of persons with disabilities must adopt 
strategies that break down common barriers to employing persons with disabilities. The major strategies currently 
being used by employers in the public and private sector are:  

 

Developing leadership and top management commitment to hiring persons with disabilities; 

 

Training and educating managers and other staff on hiring and working with persons with disabilities; 

 

Targeting recruitment efforts to increase the number of applicants with disabilities; 

 

Improving accessibility in the recruitment and hiring process; 

 

Improving access to reasonable accommodations; and 

 

Providing opportunities for persons with disabilities to gain job experience.  

The Federal Government, State of Maryland, and other state and local governments have implemented programs and 
policies to increase the hiring of persons with disabilities.  The table below offers some examples.  

JURISDICTION PROGRAMS AND PRACTICES 

Federal Government 

 

Offers a non-competitive hiring authority ( Schedule A ) for qualified persons with disabilities. 

 

Developed comprehensive standards for designing accessible websites. 

State of Maryland  

 

Offers internships (12-weeks, with stipend) in State government for persons with disabilities. 

 

Created an alternative process to add applicants with disabilities to the list of candidates eligible 
for a State job if a reasonable accommodation cannot provide a fair and equal opportunity for 
the applicant to take required employment tests. 

Miami-Dade County, Fla. 

 

Developed a manual that explains in detail how to request, evaluate, fund, and provide 
reasonable accommodations. 

City of Chicago, Ill. 

 

Appointed a task force to identify opportunities to improve public and private sector 
employment for persons with disabilities in Chicago.   

 

Mandates manager training on employing persons with disabilities. 

King County, Wash. 

 

Tracks number of employees with disabilities in the County workforce. 
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M ERIT SYSTEM RECRUITMENT AND HIRING PRACTICES 

General Practices.  The County Government addresses issues related to persons with disabilities in several parts of 
the merit system hiring process. For example, Office of Human Resources (OHR) staff:  

 
Work with hiring managers throughout County Government to ensure that preferred criteria developed for 
open positions will not unnecessarily, or illegally, screen out applicants with disabilities; 

 
Participate in career fairs that target persons with disabilities and have advertised open positions on job 
websites that provide services for jobseekers with disabilities; and 

 

Developed Selection Guidelines for Montgomery County: A Users Guide for Hiring Managers, which includes some 
information about hiring persons with disabilities.   

Collecting Disability Data on Job Applicants.  The County Government does not ask job applicants to 
voluntarily disclose their disability status when applying for County jobs. As federal law allows, the County 
Government requires all applicants with conditional offers of employment to disclose disability-related information 
on a Report of Applicant s Medical History form. For certain jobs, applicants must also undergo a physical exam. 
The County does not compile disability data for tracking purposes from applicants medical history forms.   

PROVIDING REASONABLE ACCOMMODATIONS 

OHR s Occupational Medical Services Team reviews requests for reasonable accommodations, determines whether 
an applicant is a person with a disability who qualifies for an accommodation under the ADA, and decides whether 
an appropriate accommodation exists for a job.  The County Government has no written procedures that outline the 
process for requesting, evaluating requests for, or appealing the denial of a request for a reasonable accommodation.  

OMS administers a central fund ($15,000 in FY08) to help County Government departments defray the cost of 
reasonable accommodations over $500. No guidelines have been developed for the fund, and OHR does not 
publicize its availability.   

OHR established a Worker Assistance Program in FY06 to provide accommodations to employees or applicants 
who do not qualify as disabled under the ADA but could still benefit from assistance. OHR does not have written 
guidelines for this program and there is no information about the program on the County Government s website or 
routinely distributed to County departments.   

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY (EEO) AND DIVERSITY ACTION PLAN 

The County Government compiles data and information about County Government activities related to EEO and 
diversity in the Government s EEO & Diversity Action Plan. The Government most recently published an EEO & 
Diversity Action Plan in 2004.  

The County Government compiles data about the number of internal complaints alleging discrimination based on 
disability filed against the County Government. Between 2003 and 2007, County Government employees filed a 
total of 33 complaints against the County Government. Of these 33 complaints, the County s EEO/ Diversity Team 
concluded that there was sufficient evidence to believe that discrimination occurred in three complaints.  The Office 
of the County Attorney reports that no lawsuits have been filed in court against the County Government in the past 
four years alleging discrimination based on disability.   
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COUNTY GOVERNMENT TRAINING 

While the County does not mandate managers take a training course dedicated

 
to topics surrounding the hiring of 

persons with disabilities, a number of County Government courses address issues related to persons with disabilities 
in general. Currently, mandatory County Government courses that address persons with disabilities, either in general 
or in the hiring process, are:  the employee orientation program, EEO/ Diversity Management for Managers and 
Supervisors, Interviewing and Selecting Employees (required for individuals serving on hiring panels), and 
Preventing Workplace Harassment (required for all County Government employees).   

ONLINE JOB APPLICATIONS AND WEBSITE ACCESSIBILITY 

The County publishes job vacancy announcements on its website and has an online job application process.  Under 
federal law (the ADA), the County Government s website, including these features, must be accessible to persons 
with disabilities. Individual County Government departments are responsible for ensuring that their own website 
information and service features are accessible for persons with disabilities.  

The County Government s only formal website accessibility standards are posted on the County Government s 
intranet. This guidance states that all web information and resources must be accessible and designed for use by 
screen readers and other specialized software; provides a link to a U.S. Department of Justice publication on website 
accessibility; and identifies individual department information technology staff as the resource for assistance with 
making websites accessible to persons with disabilities  

No single individual is designated either in the Public Information Office or the Department of Technology Services 
for hands-on assistance with designing accessible websites. Further, no staff member has been assigned specific 
responsibility for monitoring website accessibility or for verifying accessibility of individual department websites.   

CUSTOMIZED EMPLOYMENT PUBLIC INTERN PROJECT 

In FY08, the County Government launched a new program for hiring persons with disabilities as part-time interns.  
The project provides short-term, part-time, non-merit system County Government jobs for persons with disabilities.  

The FY08 program budget includes $50,000 for a Project Coordinator and $100,000 for intern salaries. The Project 
Coordinator works with department staff to identify unmet department tasks and create a position based on those 
tasks. Job applicants must provide proof of disability and be able to perform the specified tasks. As of March 2008, 
the County had hired 23 interns in five departments and three additional positions had been created, but not filled.   

ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE 1-10 (REVISED IN 2003) 

Administrative Procedure (AP) 1-10 establishes a process for the County Government to contract for services from 
organizations that employ persons with disabilities. In FY08, the County Government has three AP 1-10 contracts 

 

one for library book sorting and two for custodial services.  The value of these three contracts over the total life of 
the contracts is $532,771.  

AP 1-10 outlines an inter-departmental process for developing these contracts, which involves the Chief 
Administrative Officer, Department of Health and Human Services, and the Office of Procurement. Current 
practices for developing these contracts do not strictly adhere to the process outlined in the AP.   

RELATED ISSUES 

Special Hiring Authority for Merit System Jobs.  A recurring question raised by those interviewed for this study 
was whether the County Government could develop a special hiring authority to hire persons with disabilities into 
County Government merit system jobs. The County Attorney has concluded that establishing an alternative hiring 
process for merit system positions for persons with disabilities would require an amendment to the County Charter. 
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OLO offers four recommendations to the Council aimed at enhancing the County Government s policies and 
practices related to hiring persons with disabilities.  

#1 Make hiring persons with disabilities a more visible County Government practice. OLO recommends 
that the Council ask the Chief Administrative Officer (CAO) to raise the visibility of hiring persons with 
disabilities across all County Government departments.  Specific actions could include:  

 
Identifying a senior County Government staff member to serve as a champion

 
for the County 

Government s employment of persons with disabilities; 

 

Providing more frequent and visible publicity and training on the hiring of persons with 
disabilities; and 

 

Convening an inter-departmental task force to recommend new strategies to increase attention 
across all departments and offices to the issues surrounding the hiring of persons with disabilities.   

#2 Review the County Government s current merit system hiring practices related to the hiring of persons 
with disabilities.  OLO recommends the Council ask the CAO to review the following County Government 
merit system practices and consider the recommended revisions.  

TOPIC FOR REVIEW RECOMMENDED REVISION 

County Government Interview 
Guidelines 

Advise interviewers that job applicants communication skills vary and 
common assumptions about good skills may disproportionately screen out 
persons with disabilities. 

Providing Reasonable 
Accommodations 

Establish and publicize written guidelines outlining all aspects (from 
application to appeal) of the reasonable accommodation process. 

Paying for Reasonable 
Accommodations 

Publicize the fund established in the Office of Human Resources to help 
departments pay for reasonable accommodations. 

Worker Assistance Program 
Develop written guidelines and publicize the Worker Assistance Program, 
which provides accommodations for individuals who could benefit from 
assistance but are not considered disabled under the ADA. 

Website Accessibility 
Review the County Government s website for ADA compliance; develop 
written guidelines to inform departments efforts to develop accessible 
information and online services. 

Employee Training Develop a mandatory training course for County Government managers 
dedicated to issues surrounding hiring persons with disabilities. 

  

#3 Monitor the progress of the Customized Employment Public Intern Project and request an Executive 
Branch review of Administrative Procedure 1-10.  The County launched the Customized Employment Intern 
Project in FY08. OLO recommends that the Council request annual updates from the CAO to monitor the 
program s progress and results for the next several years. Additionally, OLO recommends that the Council ask 
the CAO to review AP 1-10 to improve alignment of written requirements with practice.   

#4 Discuss and decide whether to pursue a Charter amendment related to the structure of the merit 
system hiring process.  OLO recommends that the Council explicitly discuss and decide whether to pursue a 
Charter amendment to enable the County Government to establish a special hiring authority within the merit 
system for hiring persons with disabilities.    

For a complete copy of OLO Report 2008-9, go to: www.montgomerycountymd.gov/olo. 
This document is available in alternative formats upon request. 

http://www.montgomerycountymd.gov/olo
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CHAPTER I.  Authority, Scope, and Organization of Report    

A. AUTHORITY  

Council Resolution 16-260, Fiscal Year 2008 Work Program of the Office of Legislative 
Oversight, adopted July 31, 2007.   

B. SCOPE AND ORGANIZATION OF REPORT  

Citing the disproportionately high unemployment rate of persons with disabilities, the 
Council requested that the Office of Legislative Oversight (OLO) review the County 
Government s efforts to hire persons with disabilities.  The scope of OLO s study 
included:  

 

Identifying the common barriers to employment faced by persons with 
disabilities; 

 

Reviewing promising practices implemented by the federal government and other 
state and local governments for employing persons with disabilities in public 
sector jobs; 

 

Researching the legal framework governing the County Government s hiring of 
persons with disabilities; and 

 

Evaluating the County Government s current policies and practices for hiring 
persons with disabilities.  

The report is organized as follows:  

Chapter II, Definitions and Statistics, describes how the term disability is defined in 
different contexts and includes statistical information about the number of persons with 
disabilities and the unemployment rate for persons with disabilities. 

Chapter III, Laws Prohibiting Discriminating Against Persons with Disabilities, provides 
an overview of the federal, state, and local laws that prohibit discrimination against persons 
with disabilities in employment. 

Chapter IV, Employment Barriers Faced by Persons with Disabilities and Remedial 
Strategies, describes barriers to employment faced by persons with disabilities and 
summarizes strategies to increase employment of persons with disabilities. 

Chapter V, Programs and Practices in the Public Sector, describes current efforts to 
promote and increase hiring of persons with disabilities by the federal government and by 
other state and local jurisdictions.    
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Chapter VI, Laws and Regulations Governing County Government Recruitment 
and Hiring Practices, summarizes the laws and regulations governing Montgomery 
County Government s hiring of persons with disabilities. 

Chapter VII, Montgomery County Government Programs and Practices, reviews the 
County Government s current efforts to hire persons with disabilities and to comply with 
laws prohibiting the County Government from discriminating in the employment process 
against persons with disabilities. 

Chapter VIII, Related Issues, describes additional topics related to the County 
Government s hiring of persons with disabilities. 

Chapters IX and X present OLO s Findings and Recommendations. 

Chapter XI presents the Executive Branch s Comments received on a final draft of this 
report.   

C. METHODOLOGY  

Office of Legislative Oversight staff members Leslie Rubin and Jennifer Renkema 
conducted this study.  OLO gathered information through general research, document 
review, and individual and group interviews.  OLO worked with County Government 
staff from:  

 

Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS); 

 

Office of Human Resources (OHR); 

 

Office of Procurement; 

 

Office of the County Attorney (OCA);  

 

Department of Public Works and Transportation (DPWT); 

 

Department of Correction and Rehabilitation (DOCR); 

 

Montgomery County Public Libraries (MCPL); and 

 

Department of Economic Development.  

OLO also sought input from members of the Montgomery County Commission on People 
with Disabilities, representatives from non-profit providers of services to persons with 
disabilities, and some community members who contacted OLO to discuss selected 
issues.  Finally, OLO contacted representatives of the federal government and other state 
and local jurisdictions about their policies and practices related to hiring persons with 
disabilities.         
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*This person spoke with OLO based on employment with the department listed; however, the person is no 
longer employed by that department.
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CHAPTER II. Definitions and Statistics  

This chapter defines the term disability and summarizes demographic and employment 
data on persons with disabilities who reside in Montgomery County.  

 
Section A, Disability Defined, reviews different definitions for the term 
disability; and  

 

Section B, Data on the Number of and Unemployment Rate for Persons with 
Disabilities, summarizes demographics and employment statistics for persons 
with disabilities from the U.S. Census Bureau.   

A. DISABILITY

 

DEFINED  

Formal and working definitions of the term disability vary.  Table 2-1 (page 6) lists 
some of the most common definitions of disability used by the Federal Government.  
Montgomery County s Personnel Regulations adopt the definition of disability contained 
in the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).1  

An alternative approach found in the research literature on persons with disability is a 
four-stage framework that defines disability based on an individual s limited ability or 
inability to participate in socially expected activities.2 

   
Stage 1: A person experiences a physical or mental pathology.   

Stage 2: An impairment occurs when the physical or mental pathology results in a 
loss of function. 

Stage 3: A functional limitation occurs when a person s impairment limits his or 
her ability to complete daily activities (e.g., reading, walking).   

Stage 4: Disability occurs when a person s functional limitation prevents him or 
her from participating in socially expected activities, such as paid 
employment.  This final stage represents disability.3   

Critics of this type of definition believe that it places too much attention on a person s 
deficits and not enough on societal and environmental factors that influence a person s 
ability to fulfill a social role.4      

                                                

 

1 Personnel Regulations § 8-1(d). 
2 Houtenville, A. J., Disability Statistics in the United States, Cornell University Rehabilitation Research and 
Training Center (2008).  See www.disabilitystatistics.org.  Pope, A.M. & A.R. Tarlov (Eds.), Disability in 
America: Toward a National Agenda for Prevention, National Academy Press at 79-83 (1991). 
3 Toward a National Agenda for Prevention at 79-83. 
4 See National Institute on Disability and Rehabilitation Research; Notice of Proposed Long-Range Plan for 
Fiscal Years 1999-2004, U.S. Department of Education, 64 Fed. Reg. 45,751- 45,752 (Aug. 20, 1999). 

http://www.disabilitystatistics.org
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Other definitions build on this framework, but also examine whether environment affects 
whether a functional limitation will result in a disability.  For example, including a ramp 
in a building may reduce the effect of a person s inability to walk.5  

Definitions of the term disability also vary based on their purpose (see Table 2-1).  For 
example, a survey may allow a person to self-identify as having a disability, but a 
program providing income assistance to persons with disabilities might require proof of a 
medical condition and associated limitations.    

Table 2-1 
Common Definitions of Disability Adopted by the Federal Government 

Purpose of 
Definition 

Source of 
Definition Definition 

Legal 
The Americans with 
Disabilities Act6 

A person with a disability: 
1. Has a physical or mental impairment that substantially 

limits one or more major life activities; 
2. Has a record of such an impairment; or 
3. Is regarded as having such an impairment. 

Affirmative 
Action and 
Special Hiring 
Authorities 

Equal Employment 
Opportunity 
Commission7 

Reportable Disabilities:  Any self-identified disability reported 
by an employee to an employing agency. 

Targeted Disabilities:  Disabilities that the federal government, 
as a matter of policy, has identified for special emphasis.  The 
targeted disabilities are deafness, blindness, missing extremities, 
partial paralysis, complete paralysis, convulsive disorders, 
mental retardation, mental illness, and distortion of limb and/or 
spine. 

Program 
Eligibility 

Social Security 
Disability Insurance8 

To be considered disabled, a person must be unable to work 
based on the following criteria: 

1. The person cannot do work that he/she did before;  
2. Social Security determines the person cannot adjust to 

other work because of the medical condition(s); and  
3. The person s disability has lasted or is expected to last 

for at least one year or to result in death.  

American 
Community 
Survey 

U.S. Census Bureau9 

A disability is a long-lasting sensory, physical, mental, or 
emotional condition or conditions that make it difficult for a 
person to do functional or participatory activities such as seeing, 
hearing, walking, climbing stairs, learning, remembering, 
concentrating, dressing, bathing, going outside the home, or 
working at a job.

  

                                                

 

5 Brandt, E.N. & A.M. Pope. (Eds.), Enabling America: Assessing the role of rehabilitation science and 
engineering, National Academy Press at 148, 152-53, (1997). 
6 42 U.S.C. § 12101 et seq. 
7 Annual Report on the Federal Workforce: Fiscal Year 2006, U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission at Appendix I-6 (2006). 
8 What We Mean by Disability, U.S. Social Security Administration.  Available at 
http://www.ssa.gov/dibplan/dqualify4.htm. 
9 American Community Survey, 2006 Subject Definitions, U.S. Census Bureau (2006). Available at 
http://www.census.gov/acs/www/Downloads/2006/usedata/Subject_Definitions.pdf 

http://www.ssa.gov/dibplan/dqualify4.htm
http://www.census.gov/acs/www/Downloads/2006/usedata/Subject_Definitions.pdf
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B. DATA ON THE NUMBER OF AND UNEMPLOYMENT RATE FOR   

PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES   

The first part of this section presents data on the numbers of persons with disabilities in 
Montgomery County, the State of Maryland, and in the United States.  It is followed by a 
review of data on unemployment rates for persons with disabilities.   

1. Numbers of Persons with Disabilities  

The American Community Survey, conducted annually by the U.S. Census Bureau, 
provides data on the number of persons with disabilities and the prevalence of six 
different types of disabilities.  Table 2-2 contains the definitions of the different 
disabilities tracked by the survey.   

Table 2-2 
Definitions of Disabilities Tracked by the American Community Survey 

Disability Definition 

Sensory 
A long lasting condition that includes blindness, deafness, severe vision or hearing 
impairment (ages five and older). 

Physical 
A long-lasting condition that substantially limits one or more basic physical activities 
such as walking, climbing stairs, reaching, lifting, or carrying (ages five and older). 

Mental 
A physical, mental, or emotional condition lasting at least six months that makes 
learning, remembering, or concentrating difficult (ages five and older). 

Self-Care 
A physical, mental, or emotional condition lasting at least six months that makes 
dressing, bathing, or getting around inside the home difficult (ages five and older). 

Go-Outside-Home 
A physical, mental, or emotional condition lasting at least six months that makes going 
outside the home alone to shop or visit a doctor s office difficult (ages 16 and older). 

Employment 
A physical, mental, or emotional condition lasting at least six months that makes 
working at a job or business difficult (ages 16-64). 

Source:  American Community Survey, U.S. Census Bureau (2006) 

 

In sum, the American Community Survey data contained in the three tables on the next 
page show that in 2006:    

 

9.8% (83,600) of persons in Montgomery County reported having one or more 
disabilities.  This compares to 12.8% of persons in Maryland and 15.1% of 
persons across the U.S.  (Table 2-3) 

 

In Montgomery County, 10% of persons reporting a disability were between the 
ages of five and 15 years old, 50.3% were between 16 and 64 years old, and 
39.7% were 65 years old and older.  (Table 2-4) 

 

Among respondents with disabilities in Montgomery County, 54.5% reported a 
physical disability, 37.7% reported a mental disability, 27.0% reported a sensory 
disability, and 17.3% reported a self-care disability. (Table 2-5)  
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Table 2-3  
Percent of Population with a Disability, 2006

 
Geographic Area 

Percent of Population 
with One or More 

Disabilities 

United States 15.1% 

Maryland 12.8% 

Montgomery County 9.8% 

Source:  American Community Survey, U.S. Census 
Bureau (2006) 

  

Table 2-4 
Montgomery County Population with  

Disabilities by Age, 2006 

Age Group 
(years) 

Number of Persons 
with One or More 

Disabilities 

Percent of Persons 
with Disabilities 

5 to 15 8,324 10.0% 

16 to 64 42,072 50.3% 

65 and over 33,204 39.7% 

Total 83,600 100.0% 

Source:  American Community Survey, U.S. Census Bureau (2006) 

  

Table 2-5 
Persons with Disabilities by Age and Type of Disability, 

Montgomery County, 2006* 

Age Group  
(years) 

Sensory 
disability 

Physical 
disability 

Mental 
disability 

Self-Care 
disability 

Go-
Outside-

Home 
disability 

Employment 
disability 

5 to 15  
(N=8,324) 

17.1% 12.1% 82.7% 11.9% N/A N/A 

16 to 64  
(N=42,072) 

20.0% 52.5% 36.7% 15.1% 25.0% 43.9% 

65 and over 
(N=33,204)  

38.3% 67.7% 27.9% 21.4% 46.3% N/A 

Total All Ages 
(N=83,600) 

27.0% 54.5% 37.7% 17.3% N/A N/A 

Source:  American Community Survey, U.S. Census Bureau (2006) 
*Table 2-2 provides definitions for the six types of disabilities.  Totals within age groups add up to more 
than 100 percent due to multiple responses. 
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2. Data on Unemployment Rates for Persons with Disabilities  

There are few sources of rigorous data on the unemployment rate for persons with 
disabilities.  This section reviews data published by the 2006 American Community 
Survey and the 2000 Harris Survey, which was conducted for the National Organization 
on Disability.  

Both of these surveys define the unemployment rate as the percent of the total working 
age population (i.e., 16-64 years old) that is not employed.  These data do not 
differentiate among the following groups:  

 

People who want to work but are not working; 

 

People who choose not to work; and 

 

People who cannot work because of a disability.  

While this is informative, it differs substantially from the definition of unemployment 
rate most commonly cited in the published data on national and local unemployment.  
Specifically, instead of calculating unemployment as a percent of the total working age 
population, most unemployment data calculates unemployment rates as the percent of the 
labor force (i.e., people working, looking for work, or waiting to be called back to a job 
from which they were laid off) that is not employed.10   

Table 2-6 presents the American Community Survey s data on the employment rate and 
unemployment rate for the total working age population in 2006 across the United States, 
in the State of Maryland, and in Montgomery County, both for persons with and without 
disabilities.  In sum, these data show that in 2006:  

 

46.2% of persons with a disability in Montgomery County were not employed.  
This compares to 62.8% in the United States and 57.4% in Maryland. 

 

Persons without disabilities had a higher employment rate in 2006 than persons 
with disabilities.  Nationwide, the gap was 37.9 percentage points; in 
Montgomery County, the gap was 24.8 percentage points.  

Table 2-7 contains data from a 2000 national study conducted by the Harris Poll for the 
National Organization on Disability.  These data illustrate the impact of differentiating 
among groups when describing the gap in employment between people with and without 
disabilities.11  In sum, the Harris study found:   

                                                

 

10How the Government Measures Unemployment, U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (2001).  Available at 
http://www.bls.gov/cps/cps_htgm.htm.  For example, the February 2008 U.S. unemployment rate published by 
the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics was 4.8%. 
11 Employment Rates of People with Disabilities, National Organization on Disability/Harris 2000 Survey 
of Americans with Disabilities (2000).  Available at http://www.nod.org. 

http://www.bls.gov/cps/cps_htgm.htm
http://www.nod.org
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Among people 18 to 64 years old, 68% of persons with disabilities and 19% 
without disabilities were not working  a gap of 49%.  (Table 2-7)   

 
However, 43% of persons with disabilities who were not working reported they 
were unable to work because of their disability. 

 
If this group is taken out, only 44% of persons with disabilities believed they 
could work, but were not working, compared to 19% of people without 
disabilities who were not working  a gap of 25%.  (Table 2-7)  

Table 2-6 
Employment Status by Presence of a Disability,  

Population Ages 16-64, 2006* 

2006 Employment 
Geographic Area Persons With a 

Disability 
Persons Without a 

Disability 

Percentage 
Point Difference 

United States 

Employed  37.2% 75.1% -37.9% 

Not Employed 62.8% 24.9% 37.9% 

Maryland 

Employed  42.6% 78.3% -35.7% 

Not Employed 57.4% 21.7% 35.7% 

Montgomery County 

Employed  53.8% 78.6% -24.8% 

Not Employed 46.2% 21.4% 24.8% 
Source: American Community Survey, U.S. Census Bureau (2006) 
*Only includes non-institutionalized population12 

  

Table 2-7 
Percentage of Population Ages 18-64 Years With and  

Without Disabilities Not Working, Harris Survey, 2000 

Disability Status Percent of Population 
Not Working 

Total Population Not Working 

With a Disability 68% 

Without a Disability 19% 

Difference 49% 

Those Reporting the Ability to Work but Not Working 

With a Disability 44% 

Without a Disability 19% 

Difference 25% 

Source: Harris Survey, 2000 

                                                

 

12 Non-institutionalized populations are not under supervised care or custody in a correctional, nursing, 
inpatient hospice, psychiatric, or group home facility, or a residential care facility for juveniles (U.S. 
Census Bureau, 2006). 
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CHAPTER III. Laws Prohibiting Discriminating Against Persons with Disabilities  

The federal, state, and County anti-discrimination laws and regulations that govern the 
County s employment practices with respect to persons with disabilities are:  

 
The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and related regulations (Federal); 

 
The Fair Employment Practices Act (State of Maryland); and 

 

Montgomery County Code Chapter 27, Human Relations and Civil Liberties.  

In sum, these laws and related regulations prohibit employers, including the County 
Government, from discriminating against persons with disabilities in all aspects of 
employment, including recruitment and hiring.  

This chapter reviews the definitions of disability contained in each of these laws and 
summarizes the prohibited practices.  It also includes a description of the ADA s provisions 
requiring employers to provide reasonable accommodations for employees.  County Code 
Chapter 33, Personnel and Human Resources, and the County Government s Personnel 
Regulations outline the process and rules for the County s hiring process.  These laws and 
processes are discussed in more detail in Chapters VI and VII (on pages 42 and 54).13   

A. FEDERAL LAW  THE AMERICANS WITH DISABILITIES ACT  

The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) prohibits employers from discriminating 
against a qualified individual with a disability because of the disability

 

in employment 
practices, including recruitment and hiring of employees.14  A person is a qualified 
individual with a disability under the ADA and entitled to protection from 
discrimination only if the person can perform the essential functions of a job with or 
without a reasonable accommodation. 15  

1. Definition of Disability Under the ADA  

An individual is considered disabled under the ADA if the person:  

 

Has a physical or mental impairment that substantially limits one or more of the 
major life activities of the person; 

 

If a person has a record of such an impairment; or  

 

If a person is perceived as having an impairment.16     

                                                

 

13 Compliance with the ADA guides many parts of the County s Personnel Regulations and County practices. 
14 42 U.S.C. § 12112(a); 42 U.S.C. § 12111(5); see also 29 C.F.R. § 1630.4. 
15 42 U.S.C. § 12111(8). 
16 42 U.S.C. § 12102(2). 
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This definition of disabled has two major components:  

 
A person must have (currently, in the past, or be perceived as having) a physical 
or mental impairment; and 

 
The impairment must substantially limit one or more of the person s major 
life activities. 17  

The term physical or mental impairment means:  

(1) Any physiological disorder, or condition, cosmetic disfigurement, or 
anatomical loss affecting one or more of the following body systems:  
neurological, musculoskeletal, special sense organs, respiratory 
(including speech organs), cardiovascular, reproductive, digestive, 
genito-urinary, hemic and lymphatic, skin, and endocrine; or 

(2) Any mental or psychological disorder, such as mental retardation, 
organic brain syndrome, emotional or mental illness, and specific 
learning disabilities.18  

The term major life activity refers to functions such as caring for oneself, performing 
manual tasks, walking, seeing, hearing, speaking, breathing, learning, and working. 19  
With respect to the major life activity of working, substantially limits means:  

[S]ignificantly restricted in the ability to perform either a class of jobs or a 
broad range of jobs in various classes as compared to the average person 
having comparable training, skills and abilities.  The inability to perform a 
single, particular job does not constitute a substantial limitation in the 
major life activity of working.20  

The federal regulations governing the ADA identify factors to consider when determining 
whether an individual is substantially limited in the major life activity of working.  
Examples of these factors include:  

 

The nature and severity of the impairment; 

 

The duration or expected duration of the impairment; 

 

The geographical area to which the individual has reasonable access; and 

                                                

 

17 See 42 U.S.C. § 12102(2). 
18 29 C.F.R. § 1630.2(h). 
19 Ibid. § 1630.2(i). 
20 Ibid. § 1630.2(j)(3)(i).  A person does not need to be substantially limited in the major life activity of 
working to be considered a qualified individual with a disability under the ADA.  A person only needs to 

be substantially limited in a major life activity.  See Technical Assistance Manual: Title I of the ADA, U.S. 
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission § 2.2(a)(iii) (January 1992) [hereinafter ADA Technical 
Assistance Manual] (See Appendix P online for a copy of this manual). 
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The job from which the individual has been disqualified because of an 
impairment, and the number and types of jobs utilizing similar training, 
knowledge, skills or abilities, within that geographical area, from which the 
individual is also disqualified because of the impairment.21  

2. Prohibited Discrimination  

The ADA prohibits employers from engaging in the following types of discrimination 
against qualified individuals with a disability:  

 

Classifying or grouping a job applicant because of a disability in a way that 
negatively impacts job opportunities or status; 

 

Setting standards, criteria, or methods of administration that have the effect of 
discriminating against a person with a disability because of the disability, or that 
perpetuate discrimination; 

 

Excluding a person from a job or from benefits because of the person s 
association with someone with a known disability; 

 

Not making reasonable accommodations for qualified persons with disabilities; 

 

Denying employment opportunities to a qualified applicant with a disability 
because an employer does not want to provide a reasonable accommodation; 

 

Using standards, tests, or other criteria that screen out persons with disabilities, 
unless they are job-related and consistent with business necessity; and 

 

Using and administering employment tests in a way that will inaccurately reflect 
the skills or aptitude of a person because the person has a disability that impairs 
sensory, manual, or speaking skills.22  

Employers are prohibited from engaging in the types of discrimination described above in 
a variety of recruitment and hiring activities, including:  

 

Recruiting; 

 

Hiring employees; 

 

Advertising for jobs; 

 

Assigning jobs; 

 

Setting job application procedures; 

 

Classifying jobs; and 

 

Setting rates of pay or any other 
form of compensation;

  

Creating position descriptions.23      

                                                

 

21 See 29 C.F.R. § 1630.2(j)(2), (3). 
22 42 U.S.C. § 12112(b). 
23 29 C.F.R. § 1630.4. 
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3. Determining the Essential Functions of a Job  

A person who has a disability as defined by the ADA is entitled to protection under the law 
only if the person is a qualified individual with a disability. 24  A person is a qualified 
individual with a disability if the person can perform the essential functions of a job 
with or without a reasonable accommodation. 25  

The essential functions of a job include the fundamental job duties of a position and 
exclude a position s marginal functions. 26  Examples of when a job function may be 
considered essential are:  

 

The position exists to perform the function; 

 

There are a limited number of employees available to perform a job function; and 

 

A function is highly specialized and an employee is hired for expertise or ability 
to perform the function.27  

The ADA regulations also give seven non-exclusive examples of evidence to show that a 
job function is essential:  

 

The employer s judgment: 

 

Written job descriptions prepared before a job is advertised and before interviews; 

 

The amount of time spent performing a function; 

 

The consequences of an employee not performing the function; 

 

Terms of collective bargaining agreements; 

 

Work experience of former employees in the same job; and 

 

Work experience of current employees in similar jobs.28  

4. Providing Reasonable Accommodations  

If a person is considered disabled under the ADA, an employer must provide the person 
with a reasonable accommodation, if necessary, to allow the person to perform the 
essential functions of a job, unless an accommodation places an undue hardship on 
business operations.29  A reasonable accommodation is a modification or adjustment to a 
job, the work environment, or the way things are usually done that enables a qualified 
individual with a disability to enjoy an equal employment opportunity. 30     

                                                

 

24 42 U.S.C. § 12112(a). 
25 42 U.S.C. § 12111(8). 
26 29 C.F.R. § 1630.2(n)(1). 
27 29 C.F.R. § 1630.2(n)(2). 
28 29 C.F.R. § 1630.2(n)(3). 
29 42 U.S.C. §§ 12111(8), 12112(b)(5). 
30 ADA Technical Assistance Manual § 3.3. 
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Examples of reasonable accommodations include:  

 
[M]aking existing facilities used by employees readily accessible to and usable 

by individuals with disabilities ; 

 
Job restructuring; 

 
Part-time or modified work schedules; 

 
Reassignment to a vacant position; 

 

Acquisition or modification of equipment or devices; 

 

Adjustment or modification of examinations, training materials, or policies; and 

 

Providing qualified readers or interpreters. 31  

During the hiring process, information about job openings should be accessible to people 
with disabilities and employers must provide necessary reasonable accommodations for 
applicants during the interview process.32   

B. MARYLAND LAW 

 

THE FAIR EMPLOYMENT PRACTICES ACT  

Under Maryland law, it is illegal for an employer to fail or refuse to hire an individual 
because the individual has a disability.33  It is also illegal for employers to discriminate 
against individuals with disabilities in apprenticeship, training, or retaining programs and 
when advertising jobs.34  Montgomery County is an employer covered by the state law.35  

Under Maryland law, individuals are considered disabled if they have:  

Any physical disability, infirmity, malformation or disfigurement which is 
caused by bodily injury, birth defect or illness including epilepsy, and 
which shall include, but not be limited to, any degree of paralysis, 
amputation, lack of physical coordination, blindness or visual impairment, 
deafness or hearing impairment, muteness or speech impediment or 
physical reliance on a seeing eye dog, wheelchair, or other remedial 
appliance or device; and any mental impairment or deficiency as, but not 
limited to, retardation or such other which may have necessitated remedial 
or special education and related services.36  

Maryland state law also authorizes individuals who believe that they have been 
discriminated against in violation of County law to sue the person who committed the 
discrimination in Circuit Court.37  

                                                

 

31 42 U.S.C. § 12111(9). 
32 ADA Technical Assistance Manual §§ 5.2, 5.5(f). 
33 Md. Code Ann., art. 49B, § 16(a)(1). 
34 Ibid. § 16(d), (e). 
35 Ibid. § 15(b).  See also Cohen v. Montgomery County Dept. of Health and Human Services, 817 A. 2d 
915, 923 (Md. App. 2003). 
36 Md. Ann. Code art. 49B, § 15(g). 
37 Ibid. § 42(a), (b). 
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C. COUNTY HUMAN RIGHTS LAW  

Under the County s Human Rights law (County Code Chapter 27, Human Rights and 
Civil Liberties), it is illegal for an employer to fail or refuse to hire, fail to accept the 
services of  . . . or otherwise discriminate against any individual because of the 
individual s disability.38  It is also illegal to print or publish an advertisement for a job 
that indicates a preference, limitation, or specification based on a person s disability 
that is not a bona fide occupational qualification for employment reasonably necessary 
to the normal operation of the particular business or enterprise. 39  Prohibited 
discrimination includes excluding, or otherwise denying, equal job opportunity or 
benefits to an individual because the person has a known relationship or association 
with an individual with a disability.40  

Under County law, disability means:  

[A] physical or mental impairment that substantially limits one or more of 
an individual s major life activities, a record of having such an 
impairment, being associated with an individual with a disability, or being 
regarded as having such an impairment.  The term also includes: 

(1) any physiological disorder or condition, cosmetic disfiguration, or 
anatomical loss affecting one or more of the following body systems:  
neurological, musculoskeletal, special sense organs, respiratory (including 
speech organs), cardiovascular, reproductive, digestive, genitor-urinary, 
blood and lymphatic, skin and endocrine; 

(2) alcoholism or prior drug dependency or current medically supervised 
drug dependency; or 

(3) any mental or psychological disorder, such as mental retardation, 
organic brain syndrome, emotional or mental illness, and specific learning 
disabilities.41 

                                                

 

38 Montgomery County Code (MCC) § 27-19(a)(1)(A). 
39 MCC § 27-19(d). 
40 MCC § 27-19(b). 
41 MCC § 27-6. 
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CHAPTER IV. Employment Barriers Faced by Persons with Disabilities and 

Remedial Strategies  

This chapter presents key findings from the published research on barriers to employment 
for persons with disabilities, reviews the different categories of employer strategies used 
to alleviate those barriers, and summarizes findings on the costs and benefits to 
employers of hiring persons with disabilities. The next chapter provides specific 
examples of public sector programs aimed at improving practices for recruiting and 
hiring persons with disabilities.    

A. BARRIERS TO EMPLOYMENT FOR PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES  

The research on employment policies and practices provides substantial evidence that 
persons with disabilities face many barriers that prevent them from getting jobs  both in 
the public and private sectors.42  Barriers originate both from an employee s personal 
circumstances and from employers.  The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission s 
(EEOC) ADA Technical Assistance Manual summarizes the types of barriers faced by 
persons with disabilities as follows:  

Many people with disabilities . . . are excluded from jobs that they are 
qualified to perform because of unnecessary barriers in the workplace and 
the work environment. . . . People with disabilities are restricted in 
employment opportunities by many different kinds of barriers.  Some face 
physical barriers that make it difficult to get into and around a work site or 
to use necessary work equipment.  Some are excluded or limited by the 
way people communicate with each other.  Others are excluded because of 
rigid work schedules that allow no flexibility for people with special needs 
caused by disability.  Many are excluded only by barriers in other people's 
minds; these include unfounded fears, stereotypes, presumptions, and 
misconceptions about job performance, safety, absenteeism, costs, or 
acceptance by co-workers and customers.43   

                                                

 

42 See Bruyere, S., Disability Employment Policies and Practices in Private and Federal Sector 
Organizations, Cornell University School of Industrial and Labor Relations Extension Division, Program 
on Employment and Disability at 15 (2000) [hereinafter Disability Employment Policies and Practices in 
Private and Federal Sector Organizations]; Bruyere, S., Erickson, W., & Horne, R., Survey of the Federal 
Government on Supervisor Practices in Employment of People with Disabilities, Cornell University School 
of Industrial and Labor Relations Extension Division, Program on Employment and Disability at 20 (2002) 
[hereinafter Survey of the Federal Government on Supervisor Practices]; Dixon, K., Kruse, D., & Van 
Horn, C., Restricted Access: A Survey of Employers About People with Disabilities and Lowering Barriers 
to Work, John J. Heldrich Center for Workforce Development, Rutgers at 13-14 (2003) [hereinafter 
Restricted Access]; Loprest, P. & Maag, E., Barriers to and Supports for Work among Adults with 
Disabilities: Results from the NHIS-D, The Urban Institute at 8-9 (2001); Empowerment for Americans 
with Disabilities: Breaking Barriers to Careers and Full Employment, National Council on Disability at 
19-20 (2007) [hereinafter Empowerment for Americans with Disabilities]. 
43 ADA Technical Assistance Manual § 3.2. 
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Exhibit 4-1 lists commonly cited barriers to employment faced by persons with 
disabilities.  

Exhibit 4-1 
Barriers to Employment for Persons with Disabilities 

Employer Barriers  Personal Barriers  

 
Employer discomfort or reluctance to hire 
persons with disabilities 

 

Lack of information about reasonable 
accommodations (e.g., type of 
accommodation needed, 
policies/procedures for obtaining 
accommodation) 

 

Cost of providing reasonable 
accommodations  

 

Other increased costs (e.g., travel, 
supervision, training) 

 

Fear of litigation based on the Americans 
with Disabilities Act (ADA) 

 
Lack of adequate education, training, skills 

 

Lack of job experience 

 

Risk of losing benefits (e.g., SSI/SSDI, 
Medicare, housing assistance) 

 

Need for accommodations  

 

Lack of transportation 

 

Health care needs 

 

Lack of information about jobs 

 

Family responsibilities 

 

Discouraged by family or friends 

 

Fear of discrimination on the job (e.g., 
denial of training, promotion, or transfers) 

 

In some cases, employer s recruitment and hiring processes pose barriers to persons with 
disabilities.  For example, in one survey of private sector employers, 85% of respondents 
reported that their place of business was physically accessible to persons with disabilities.  
However, between two-thirds and three-quarters of these same employers had not taken 
steps to ensure that their websites, job recruitment methods, job applications, or 
tests/evaluations were also accessible to persons with disabilities.44  

With increased use of the Internet for conducting business, website accessibility can also 
be a significant barrier to employment for persons with disabilities, especially to those 
with visual, auditory, or tactile impairments.  Many employers now use their websites for 
job recruitment purposes, including:  

 

Posting open positions; 

 

Providing information about application processes; and 

 

Providing an online application process.  

Websites that are accessible to persons with disabilities must be designed to interact well 
with assistive technology for persons with disabilities  such as screen reader software, 
Braille displays, alternative keyboards or mice, and screen magnifiers.45    

                                                

 

44 Restricted Access at 14-15.  See Chapter III, p. 11, for a summary of employers legal obligation to 
eliminate discrimination from hiring practices. 
45Web Content Accessibility Guidelines 1.0, World Wide Web Consortium at 5-6 (1999) [hereinafter Web 
Content Accessibility Guidelines]. 
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B. EMPLOYER STRATEGIES TO ADDRESS EMPLOYMENT BARRIERS   
The research suggests that employers who want to increase their hiring of persons with 
disabilities must find and adopt strategies that break down employment barriers.  The rest 
of this chapter reviews the major types of strategies being used by employers in the 
public and private sectors to increase the hiring of persons with disabilities.  The 
following chapter, Programs and Practices in the Public Sector, offers specific 
examples of how federal, state, and local governments are using these strategies.  

Strategy #1:  Developing leadership and top management commitment  

Leadership can have a strong impact on an organization s efforts to hire persons with 
disabilities.  In surveys of supervisors in federal government agencies, over 80% of 
respondents believed that visible top management commitment was effective in 
addressing barriers to hiring persons with disabilities.46  A 2005 EEOC study on state 
practices related to hiring persons with disabilities found that states policies and 
practices frequently originated from executive or legislative action.47  

Strategy #2:  Training and educating managers and other staff   

Employers can increase their efforts to train managers, supervisors, and other employees 
on issues related to hiring persons with disabilities.  Examples of relevant topics on 
which to focus training include:  ADA requirements, reasonable accommodations, 
defining essential job functions, interacting with people with disabilities, and general 
attitudes and concerns about working with persons with disabilities.48  

Strategy #3:  Targeting recruitment efforts  

Employers can increase recruitment and hiring of persons with disabilities by broadening 
their recruitment pool.49  Examples of targeted recruitment efforts include: creating a 
special pool of applicants with disabilities; increasing recruitment efforts among agencies 
that provide job training and employment to people with disabilities; and targeting job 
announcements to people with disabilities.  

Strategy #4:  Improving accessibility in the recruitment and hiring process  

Reviewing and modifying job announcements, application forms, testing requirements, 
and interview practices can eliminate language or practices that inadvertently screen out 

                                                

 

46 Disability Employment Policies and Practices in Private and Federal Sector Organizations at 15-16; 
Survey of the Federal Government on Supervisor Practices at 20-21. 
47 Final Report: Best Practices for the Employment of People with Disabilities in State Government, Equal 
Employment Opportunity Commission at v (2005) [hereinafter Best Practices in State Government].  The 
EEOC is the federal agency responsible for enforcing the employment provisions in the Americans with 
Disabilities Act. 
48 Disability Employment Policies and Practices in Private and Federal Sector Organizations. 
49 Best Practices in State Government at 5-7. 
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applicants with disabilities.  Employers can also ensure that their websites and interview 
locations are accessible for persons with disabilities. 50  

Standards for website accessibility for persons with disabilities include:  

 
Presenting information using clear, simple language in a format that is easy to navigate 
either with or without screen-reader software; 

 

Including text descriptions of pictures and other non-text elements that can be read by 
screen-reader software; 

 

Providing closed-captioning or descriptions of audio content; 

 

Allowing users to adjust font size; 

 

Displaying sufficient color contrast and not using color alone to provide information; 

 

Allowing users to request more time before an website automatically times out; and 

 

Ensuring that users can navigate and complete electronic forms using assistive 
technology.51  

Strategy #5:  Improving access to reasonable accommodations  

The Americans with Disabilities Act requires employers to provide a reasonable 
accommodation to a qualified applicant or employee with a disability unless doing so 
would create an undue hardship to the employer.52  Research shows, however, that 
employers and hiring managers fear the costs associated with providing reasonable 
accommodations and lack information about how to provide accommodations.53  

Examples of strategies used by employers to improve hiring managers awareness of and 
comfort with providing reasonable accommodations are:  

 

Establish a culture of flexibility that provides assistance and flexibility to all 
employees regardless of disability; 

 

Establish a written procedure for requesting, granting, denying, and appealing 
denials of reasonable accommodations; 

 

Provide funding outside of managers budgets to pay for reasonable 
accommodations; and 

 

Create an assistive technology loan program that managers can access temporarily 
to meet accommodation requests.54 

                                                

 

50 Ibid. at 8-9, 11, 28. 
51 Chapter 5, Website Accessibility Under Title II of the ADA.  ADA Best Practices Tool Kit for State 
and Local Governments, U.S. Department of Justice at 4-7 (2007); Web Content Accessibility Guidelines at 
10-23. 
52 42 U.S.C. § 12112(b)(5)(A). 
53 Disability Employment Policies and Practices in Private and Federal Sector Organizations at 15; 
Restricted Access at 14. 
54 Empowerment for Americans with Disabilities at 36, 39-41; Best Practices in State Government at 14-22. 
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Strategy #6:  Providing opportunities for job experience  

Employers can create opportunities that let persons with disabilities gain employment 
experience or demonstrate their ability to work.  Opportunities can include internships, 
customized or supported employment, or other jobs outside of the standard employee 
selection process.  

Supported employment programs provide paid employment for persons with severe 
disabilities in a traditional work setting.  According to the U.S. Department of Labor, supported 
employment programs aim to achieve development of new skills, increased community 
participation, enhanced self-esteem, increased consumer empowerment, and quality of life. 55    

Supported employment has three key components:    

 

Employees receive the same pay and benefits as other employees with similar jobs.   

 

Work occurs in an integrated setting where people with disabilities work with and 
participate in the same activities as people without disabilities; and 

 

Employees with disabilities receive ongoing support from a disability 
employment program, which may provide transportation, a job coach, or other 
assistance.  A job coach provides specialized training and supervision for the 
employee at the worksite.56  

Customized employment programs provide work opportunities for persons with 
disabilities that are tailored to the interests and abilities of the employee and the needs of 
the employer.  Most customized employment programs use the following basic process:  

 

A job developer at an employment agency for persons with disabilities works with 
a job candidate to determine the person s interests and abilities.  Together, the job 
developer and person with a disability develop a list of tasks that they could 
perform in a work setting. 

 

The job developer approaches potential employers about creating a 
customized position for a person with a disability. The job developer and 
employer explore the employer s business needs. 

 

When an employer expresses interest, the job developer and job candidate 
negotiate with the employer to establish a customized job description and terms of 
employment.  They may create the job description by identifying unmet needs or 
carving out tasks from existing positions. 

 

The job developer provides ongoing support to the employee with a 
disability and the employer to ensure that both parties needs are being met.57  

                                                

 

55 Supported Employment, U.S. Department of Labor. 
56 Ibid. 
57 Customized Employment: Applying Practical Solutions for Employment Success, Volume 2, Office of 
Disability Employment Policy, U.S. Department of Labor at 1-6, 10-14. 
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C. FINDINGS ON THE COSTS AND BENEFITS OF HIRING PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES  

A study of employers that accessed resources from the U.S. Department of Labor s Job 
Accommodation Network (JAN)58 from 2004-2006 found that employers derive direct and 
indirect benefits from providing reasonable accommodations to persons with disabilities.  
Specifically, providing reasonable accommodations:  

 

Allowed employers to retain, promote, or hire qualified persons with disabilities;  

 

Increased an employee s and the company s productivity; 

 

Improved an employee s interaction with co-workers; and/or 

 

Improved company moral.59  

In terms of the costs of providing reasonable accommodations, the study found that:  

 

46% of accommodations for employees and job applicants with disabilities had no 
cost, 45% involved a one-time cost, 7% included an ongoing cost, and 2% 
required a one-time cost and an ongoing cost. 

 

The average cost for a reasonable accommodation was under $500.60  

In 2007, DePaul University completed a study of the economic impact of hiring people with 
disabilities in Chicago-area private sector employment.  The study included focus groups 
with company administrators and data collection on employees with and without disabilities.  

Data from participating companies and employees showed that:  

 

Employees with disabilities remained on the job for an average of 5% longer than 
employees without disabilities; 

 

Employees with and without disabilities had similar absenteeism rates; and  

 

Employees with and without disabilities had nearly identical job performance 
ratings and need for supervision.61  

The study found that employers provided reasonable accommodations to 18% of 
employees with disabilities.62  Thirty-seven percent of accommodations were free.  Among 
those that did have a cost, costs ranged from $13 to $2,000, with an average cost of $313.63 

                                                

 

58 JAN is a service of the U.S. Department of Labor s Office of Disability Employment Policy that offers 
free consultation on reasonable accommodations. 
59 Workplace Accommodations: Low Cost, High Impact, JAN.  Available at 
http://www.jan.wvu.edu/media/index.htm.  
60 Frequently Asked Questions, JAN.  Available at http://www.jan.wvu.edu/portals/faqs.html#fund.  
61 Exploring the Bottom Line: A Study of the Costs and Benefits of Workers with Disabilities, DePaul 
University at 9-14 (2007) [hereinafter Exploring the Bottom Line]. 
62 Ibid. at 16-17.  To obtain this information, researchers compared a list of employees who self-identified 
as having or not having a disability to a list from the employers of employees who received an 
accommodation.  No accommodations were provided for employees who did not identify as having a 
disability. 
63 Ibid. at 17. 

http://www.jan.wvu.edu/media/index.htm
http://www.jan.wvu.edu/portals/faqs.html#fund
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Administrators in focus groups reported that employees with disabilities had low 
absenteeism, low turnover, reliability, and a strong work ethic.  Administrators also 
reported that employees with disabilities contributed to a positive work environment. 64  

A study of accommodations provided by Sears, Roebuck and Co., found that 75% of 
accommodations had no cost and the average cost for an accommodation was less than 
$30.65  This same study found that the administrative cost to replace an employee was up 
to 40 times higher than the cost of providing an accommodation to allow an employee to 
remain employed.  The study s author concluded that [t]he degree to which Sears and 
other companies examined comply with the ADA s accommodation provision appears to 
have more to do with their corporate cultures, attitudes, and business strategies than with 
meeting the law s minimal obligations. 66  

Finally, an article examining the economics of providing accommodations cites several 
studies that found that providing reasonable accommodations provides positive benefits 
to employers.67  The studies found that disabled workers receiving accommodations had 
lower job turnover rates and equivalent or lower absenteeism rates . . . . 68  The article 
also notes that the studies have found that employees who receive reasonable 
accommodations exhibit higher productivity and greater dedication. 69 

                                                

 

64 Ibid. at 8. 
65 Blanck, P., Empirical Study of Disability, Employment Policy, and the ADA, 23 Mental & Physical 
Disability Law Reporter 275, 280 (1999). 
66 Ibid. 
67 Stein, M. A., The Law and Economics of Disability Accommodations, 53 Duke Law Journal 79, 104 (2003). 
68 Ibid. at 104-05. 
69 Ibid. at 105. 
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CHAPTER V. Programs and Practices in the Public Sector  

This chapter reviews programs and practices implemented by the federal government, the 
State of Maryland, and selected other state and local governments aimed at improving 
recruitment and hiring practices for persons with disabilities.  The chapter also includes a 
section of other publicly-supported initiatives that provide assistance to employers and to 
persons with disabilities looking for work.  In each jurisdiction, OLO interviewed 
program staff and reviewed available written materials and program data.  

The table below provides a list of the jurisdictions, the programs described, and the 
associated employer strategy or strategies being demonstrated.  (The broad categories of 
strategies were identified in Chapter IV 

 

see page 19.)  

Table 5-1 
Summary of Public Programs and Strategies that  

Address Barriers to Employment for Persons with Disabilities 

Program Strategies Demonstrated Begins on 
Page 

Federal Government 

1. Leadership for Employment of Americans 
with Disabilities  

 

Developing leadership/top management 
commitment 

 

Training and educating managers/staff 
26 

2. Schedule A Hiring Authority 

 

Providing opportunities for job experience 26 

3. Workforce Recruitment Program  

 

Targeting recruitment efforts 27 

4. Executive Order 13164 and Management 
Directive 715 

 

Improving access to reasonable 
accommodations 

27 

5. Computer/Electronic Accommodations 
Program  

 

Improving access to reasonable 
accommodations 

28 

6. Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act 
(website accessibility)  

 

Improving accessibility in the recruitment and 
hiring process 

29 

7.  AbilityOne Program 

 

Providing opportunities for job experience 29 

State of Maryland 

1. Special Options Eligible List  

 

Improving accessibility in the recruitment and 
hiring process 

31 

2. QUEST Internship Program 

 

Providing opportunities for job experience  31 

3. Disability Employment Workgroup 

 

Developing leadership/top management 
commitment 

 

Training and educating managers/staff  
32 

4. Maryland Information Technology 
Nonvisual Access Regulatory Standards 

 

Improving accessibility in the recruitment and 
hiring process 

32 
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Table 5-1 (Cont.) 

Summary of Public Programs and Strategies that  
Address Barriers to Employment for Persons with Disabilities 

Program Strategies Demonstrated Begins on 
Page 

State of Washington 

1. Supported Employment  

 

Providing opportunities for job experience  33 

2. Disability Accommodation Revolving Fund 

  

Improving access to reasonable 
accommodations 

33 

3. Assistive Technology Loan Program 

 

Improving access to reasonable 
accommodations 

33 

Miami-Dade County, Florida 

1. Outreach Intern Program 

 

Providing opportunities for job experience  34 

2. Reasonable Accommodation Fund 

 

Improving access to reasonable 
accommodations  

34 

3. Reasonable Accommodation Manual 

 

Improving access to reasonable 
accommodations 

35 

4. Supervisory Certification Program 

 

Training and educating managers/staff  35 

5. Essential Functions Form 

 

Improving accessibility in the recruitment and 
hiring process 

35 

City of Chicago, Illinois 

1. Training Program 

 

Training and educating managers/staff  37 

2. Reasonable Accommodation and 
Employment Practices Policy 

 

Improving access to reasonable 
accommodations 

37 

3. Reasonable Accommodation Procedures 
for Employees and Applicants with 
Disabilities   

 

Improving access to reasonable 
accommodations 

38 

4. Reasonable Accommodation Fund 

 

Improving access to reasonable 
accommodations 

38 

5. Website Accessibility Standards 

 

Improving accessibility in the recruitment and 
hiring process 

38 

King County, Washington 

1. Tracking Number of Employees with 
Disabilities   

 

Developing leadership/top management 
commitment 

39 

Other Publicly-Supported Programs 

1. Vocational Rehabilitation Agencies  

 

Targeting recruitment efforts 39 

2. Job Accommodation Network  

 

Targeting recruitment efforts 40 

3. Employer Assistance and Recruitment 
Network 

 

Targeting recruitment efforts 40 
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A. FEDERAL GOVERNMENT   

The Rehabilitation Act of 1973 prohibits the federal government from discriminating in 
employment based on disability.  It also requires the federal government to establish an 
affirmative action program plan for the hiring, placement, and advancement of 
individuals with disabilities. 70  The policies and programs discussed below describe a 
number of the federal government s strategies designed to encourage employment for 
persons with disabilities.   

1. LEAD Initiative   

The EEOC launched the Leadership for Employment of Americans with Disabilities 
(LEAD) initiative in 2006 to address decreasing trends in federal employment of people 
with targeted disabilities.  Targeted disabilities are those that the federal government, as a 
matter of policy, has identified for special emphasis.  The targeted disabilities are 
deafness, blindness, missing extremities, partial paralysis, complete paralysis, convulsive 
disorders, mental retardation, mental illness, and distortion of limb and/or spine.71   

LEAD provides outreach to managers about their responsibility to recruit and hire 
persons with disabilities.  LEAD s activities include training and conferences on federal 
programs to recruit, hire, and provide accommodations for persons with disabilities.  The 
initiative also informs job applicants with disabilities about special hiring programs.72  

2. Schedule A Hiring Authority  

The federal Schedule A Hiring Authority enables federal agencies to directly hire an 
applicant with a disability into a vacant position on a non-competitive basis.  To be hired 
under Schedule A an applicant must meet the minimum job qualifications, demonstrate 

job readiness, and provide documentation of mental retardation, severe physical 
disabilities, or psychiatric disabilities. 73  

A hiring manager may hire a Schedule A applicant without considering other applicants. 
Schedule A applicants are instructed to send resumes and statements of disability directly 
to agencies, rather than applying through the Office of Personnel Management s (OPM) 
USA Jobs program.  After two years of service, managers may non-competitively convert 
a person hired in a Schedule A position to competitive service status.74  

                                                

 

70 See Management Directive 715, Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (2003). 
71 Annual Report on the Federal Workforce: Fiscal Year 2006, U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission at Appendix I-6 (2006) [hereinafter 2006 Annual Report on the Federal Workforce]. 
72 The LEAD Initiative, U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission.  Available at 
http://www.eeoc.gov/initiatives/lead/index.html.  
73 5 C.F.R. § 312.3102(u). 
74 The ABCs of Schedule A  for the Disability Program Manager and/or Selective Placement Coordinator: 
How to Hire Using the Schedule A Appointing Authority, Equal Employment Opportunity Commission 
(2007). 

http://www.eeoc.gov/initiatives/lead/index.html
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Most federal agencies have a Special Placement Coordinator or Disability Program 
Manager that promotes hiring of persons with disabilities and recruits Schedule A 
applicants.  A recent EEOC report found that, in 2006, the federal government hired 326 
employees with targeted disabilities using the Schedule A program.  This represents 25% 
of all persons with targeted disabilities hired in 2006 and 0.14% of all federal workers 
hired in 2006.75  

3. Workforce Recruitment Program   

The U.S. Department of Labor s Office of Disability Employment Policy (ODEP) and the 
U.S. Department of Defense administer the Workforce Recruitment Program (WRP).  
This program recruits postsecondary students or recent college graduates with disabilities 
for internships or permanent positions with the federal government.    

Students qualify for the program if their school considers them to have a disability.  
Departments hire students for internships or permanent positions through both non-
competitive and competitive processes.76  Depending on how a student is hired, he or she  
may be required to submit documentation of a disability and readiness to work.    

Department of Labor staff report that, as of March 2007, a database of interested WRP 
applicants contained 1,816 students.  In August 2007, federal agencies reported 357 
temporary and three permanent hires as a result of this initiative.   

4. Executive Order 13164 and Management Directive 715  

Executive Order 13164 requires all federal agencies to establish written procedures for 
providing reasonable accommodations.  Exhibit 5-1 (on the next page) lists the guidelines 
for developing written procedures, as outlined in EEOC s Management Directive 715, 
which implements Executive Order 13164.              

                                                

 

75,Improving the Participation Rate of People with Targeted Disabilities in the Federal Work Force, U.S. 
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission at 18 (2008). 
76 Workforce Recruitment Program, U.S. Department of Labor.  Available at 
http://www.dol.gov/odep/programs/workforc.htm. 

http://www.dol.gov/odep/programs/workforc.htm
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Exhibit 5-1 

Written Procedures for Providing Reasonable Accommodations 
Source: EEOC Management Directive 715 

Management Directive 715 advises that written procedures should, at a minimum, include: 

 

The personnel whom employees, selectees or applicants should initially contact to 
request a reasonable accommodation;  

 

The personnel forms, if any, that an individual may be asked to complete in connection 
with a request for an accommodation;  

 

The circumstances in which supervisors or others should initiate inquiries about the 
need for accommodation;  

 

The personnel and/or offices that must approve an accommodation request;  

 

The amount of time decision makers have to answer requests for accommodation;  

 

An explanation of when decision makers may request documentation of the existence 
of a disability or the need for an accommodation;  

 

The resources, including technical assistance, available to decision makers to gain 
information about possible accommodations for particular disabilities;  

 

The ways in which accommodations can be funded or effected;  

 

The documentation, if any, that must be maintained concerning the consideration and 
disposition of requests for accommodation; and  

 

The process, if any, that individuals may follow to appeal denials of requests for 
accommodation or for specific accommodations.77 

 

5. Computer/Electronic Accommodations Program  

The Department of Defense (DOD) started the Computer/Electronic Accommodations 
Program (CAP) in 1990 as a centrally-funded source of assistive technology for 
employees with disabilities.  In 2000, the program was expanded so that other federal 
agencies may enter into a partnership agreement with DOD.  Under the agreement, DOD 
provides CAP services at no cost to the participating agency.  Services performed by 
CAP staff include:   

 

Assessing an employee s need for assistive technology; 

 

Providing assistive devices, and  

 

Training employees how to use assistive technology and devices.   

CAP staff also provide guidance to federal agencies on compliance with Section 508 of 
the Rehabilitation Act, which requires federal government agencies to make their 
websites accessible to persons with disabilities.78 

                                                

 

77 EEOC Management Directive 715, Part B, § V. 
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6. Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act (website accessibility)  

Section 508 of the Rehabilitation Act requires all federal websites to be accessible to 
persons with disabilities.79  Specifically, the Act:  

[R]equires that individuals with disabilities, who are members of the 
public seeking information or services from a Federal agency, have access 
to and use of information and data that is comparable to that provided to 
the public who are not individuals with disabilities, unless an undue 
burden would be imposed on the agency.80  

Section 508 Standards describe specific website requirements that allow persons with 
disabilities who use assistive technology to access content.  For example, the standards 
state that:  

 

When electronic forms are designed to be completed on-line, the form shall 
allow people using assistive technology to access the information, field 
elements, and functionality required for completion and submission of the form, 
including all directions and cues, and 

 

When a timed response is required, the user shall be alerted and given 
sufficient time to indicate more time is required. 81  

Appendix A provides the complete list of Section 508 standards for web-based 
information.  

7. AbilityOne Program (formerly the Javits-Wagner-O Day Program)  

The AbilityOne program lets the federal government purchase goods and services from 
nonprofit organizations that employ persons who are blind or severely disabled.  The 
federal agency that oversees the program is The Committee for Purchase from People 
who are Blind or Severely Disabled.  Some of the Committee s responsibilities include:  

 

Designating products and services the federal government will procure 
through the AbilityOne program; 

 

Setting prices for AbilityOne products and services; and 

 

Helping federal agencies use the AbiltyOne program.  

The Committee has designated two nonprofit agencies 

 

the National Industries for the 
Blind (NIB) and NISH  to help other nonprofit agencies secure contracts through the 
AbilityOne Program. 
                                                                                                                                                

 

78 Computer/Electronic Accommodations Program, U.S. Department of Defense.  Available at 
http://www.tricare.mil/cap/About_us/. 
79 36 C.F.R. § 1194.22 
80 36 C.F.R. § 1194.1. 
81 36 C.F.R. § 1194.22(n), (p). 

http://www.tricare.mil/cap/About_us/
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Services that the federal government currently purchases through the AbilityOne Program 
include:  

 
Administrative services; 

 
Data entry and database management; 

 
Food service; 

 
Grounds maintenance and custodial services; 

 

Call center operation; and 

 

Warehouse, storage, and distribution services.82  

EEOC Report.  Despite the federal government s programs and initiatives, a 2006 report 
from the EEOC indicates that the number of persons with targeted disabilities in the 
federal workforce is declining.83  According to the EEOC report, employment of persons 
with targeted disabilities decreased from 1.6% to 0.94% of the federal workforce between 
1997 and 2006.84  At the same time, the total number of persons with targeted disabilities 
working for the federal government decreased 15% while the overall federal workforce 
increased 5.5%.85  

In a 2008 report, the EEOC noted several factors that may be driving this downward 
hiring trend.  These include:  

 

Multiple federal agencies and programs that share responsibility for increasing 
federal employment of persons with disabilities, but lack good coordination; 

 

A difficult job application process; 

 

A lack of knowledge about reasonable accommodations; and 

 

Stereotypes about persons with disabilities.86   

B. STATE OF MARYLAND   

Maryland s Department of Disabilities publishes an annual State Disabilities Plan.  This 
plan describes services to persons with disabilities, program goals, and measurable 
objectives.  The 2007 plan includes the three programs described below.  Two of the 
programs were highlighted in an EEOC report entitled Best Practices for the Employment 
of People with Disabilities in State Government.87  

                                                

 

82 See http://www.abilityone.gov. 
83 Annual Report on the Federal Workforce: Fiscal Year 2006, U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity 
Commission at Appendix I-6 (2006) [hereinafter 2006 Annual Report on the Federal Workforce]. 
84 Ibid. at Appendix I-12. 
85 Ibid. at Table A-6. 
86 Improving the Participation Rate of People with Targeted Disabilities in the Federal Work Force, Equal 
Employment Opportunity Commission at vi (2008). 
87 Final Report: Best Practices for the Employment of People with Disabilities in State Government, Equal 
Employment Opportunity Commission at 28, 30 (2005). 

http://www.abilityone.gov
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The State of Maryland does not track the number of persons with disabilities employed in 
State government.88  However, individual departments report the number of reasonable 
accommodations provided to applicants and to employees for the Annual Statewide Equal 
Employment Opportunity Report.  From 2003-2006, the State received requests for 
reasonable accommodations from 65 applicants and from 876 employees.  The State 
granted 861, or 98%, of the total number requested.89  

1. Special Options Eligible List  

The Special Options Eligible List (SOEL) provides an alternative process for applicants 
with disabilities to be added to the list of candidates eligible for a State job.  An applicant 
must meet one of two requirements to qualify under this program:  

 

The State must determine that a reasonable accommodation will not provide a fair 
and equal opportunity for the applicant to perform well on State tests; or 

 

The applicant must have successfully completed a QUEST internship (see below).  

Applicants who meet a requirement and are certified by the Division of Rehabilitation 
Services (DORS) as ready to work are placed on an eligible list as DORS certified-
SOEL.  They can then be considered for employment along with those certified as best 
qualified or eligible for reinstatement or transfer.90  Hiring managers may select a SOEL 
candidate without considering other applicants.  The State does not track the number of 
persons hired under this program.   

2. QUEST Internship Program  

In 2001, the State of Maryland started the QUEST (Quality, Understanding, Excellence, 
Success and Training) internship program for persons with disabilities.  The Department 
of Budget and Management and Division of Rehabilitation Services work with other 
State agencies to provide training to intern managers on reasonable accommodations, 
interviewing, and selection.  Participating state agencies design internships based on their 
hiring needs.  

The program selects interns from DORS consumers who have completed rehabilitation 
training.  Participants compete for full-time or part-time 12-week internships and receive 
a stipend of up to $3,000.      

                                                

 

88 Maryland Department of Management and Budget Staff, September 2007. 
89 Annual Statewide Equal Employment Opportunity Reports, FY03, FY04, FY05, and FY06, Maryland 
Department of Management and Budget. 
90 The State can place job candidates into several categories, including best qualified, certified by DORS, 
eligible for reinstatement, and eligible for transfer.  Md. Code, State Personnel and Pensions § 7-208. 
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Data from the six years of the program demonstrate increased participation and positive 
employment trends.  Specifically,   

 
From 2001 to 2006, the program saw participation increase from eight to 34 
interns per year.  As of September 2007, a total of 171 interns had participated in 
the program. 

 
After the internship, 77% of interns in 2005 and 94% in 2006 obtained 
competitive employment with a public or private sector employer that lasted at 
least 90 days.91  

3. Disability Employment Workgroup  

In 1999, the Department of Budget and Management and the Department of Disabilities 
established a Disability Employment Workgroup to increase hiring of persons with 
disabilities in State government.  Representatives from the Department of Budget and 
Management and the Department of Disabilities chair the group, which includes 
representatives from other departments.  

The Disability Employment Workgroup offers training to State agencies on ADA 
requirements through the Division of Rehabilitation Services (DORS).  In 2001, the 
Workgroup held a conference for representatives from other State agencies on hiring, 
medical exams, reasonable accommodations, performance management, and other topics 
surrounding employment of persons with disabilities.  The Disability Employment 
Workgroup initiated and administers the QUEST internship program (described above).92  

4. Maryland Information Technology Nonvisual Access  
Regulatory Standards  

The State of Maryland provides information about vacant positions and the job 
application process on the State s Office of Budget and Management website.  
Maryland s Information Technology Nonvisual Access Regulatory Standards set 
minimum accessibility standards for information technology in state agencies and require 
that websites be accessible to persons with disabilities.  

For web-based information, the State adopted the federal standard on web-based intranet 
and internet information and applications outlined in federal regulations.93  (See 
Appendix A)  The Office of Budget and Management has also developed a checklist for 
departments to use to evaluate their website s accessibility.  (See Appendix R online)     

                                                

 

91 Maryland Department of Management and Budget Staff, September 2007. 
92 The Governor s 2007 QUEST Internship Program for Persons with Disabilities, Maryland Department 
of Management and Budget (2007). 
93 Code of Maryland Regulations (COMAR) §§ 17.06.02.01  17.06.02.12. 
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C. STATE OF WASHINGTON PROGRAMS AND PRACTICES  

The State of Washington has implemented a number of policies and programs to 
encourage departments to hire persons with disabilities, described below.  

1. Supported Employment   

In 1997, the Washington State legislature approved legislation to encourage State 
agencies to participate in supported employment programs.  As an incentive, employees 
hired through supported employment do not count toward the department s full-time 
equivalent allocation.  However, departments must be able to hire the person with 
existing funding allocations.94    

2. Disability Accommodation Revolving Fund  

In 1987, the Washington State legislature established the Disability Accommodation 
Revolving Fund, which lets departments use money from the fund to pay for 
unbudgeted accommodations such as workstation modifications or assistive 

technology.  Departments must budget for and repay the fund for disbursements in the 
fiscal cycle following their use of the fund.95  

Program staff report that the fund has been used infrequently and has typically paid for 
very expensive accommodations (e.g. a $10,000 workstation modification for a blind 
employee).  According to staff, when departments learn that they must repay the fund, 
they often use money in their current budget to pay for accommodations.  

3. Assistive Technology Loan Program  

In the early 1990s, the State of Washington established an assistive technology loan 
program to provide equipment to state agencies on a short-term basis.  Agencies can 
borrow equipment for events, such as meetings or interviews, or to allow an employee to 
try out equipment before a department purchases it.  The program currently has multiple 
types of assistive listening devices and air purifiers.               

                                                

 

94 Rev. Code of Wash., Public Employment, Service, and Pensions §§ 41.04.760  41.04.780. 
95 Ibid. § 41.04.395. 
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D. MIAMI-DADE COUNTY, FLORIDA PROGRAMS AND PRACTICES  

Miami-Dade County, Florida has implemented several policies and programs to 
encourage departments to hire persons with disabilities, meet ADA requirements, and 
clarify procedures for reasonable accommodations.  They are described below.  

1. Outreach Intern Program  

In FY07, Miami-Dade County started the Outreach Intern Program for persons with 
disabilities.  The program offers four one-year, full-time intern positions with salary and 
benefits.  Two positions are administrative and require the applicant to have a bachelor s 
degree; the other two positions are clerical and require a high school diploma and some 
training or experience in clerical work.  Although the program requires applicants to have 
a disability, the County does not require documentation of a disability unless necessary to 
determine a reasonable accommodation.  

Interns work for two months in the Department of Personnel, where they receive 
orientation on County policies, procedures, and work expectations.  Interns then work 
two five-month rotations in host departments.  Host departments provide a supervisor and 
work space, but the Outreach Intern Program pays the interns salary and benefits.  
Interns also receive career counseling.  

The program provides an opportunity for persons with disabilities to gain experience, 
network with possible employers, and gain job skills.  The County does not guarantee 
permanent employment after the internship, but does encourage departments to consider 
interns for permanent positions.  

Four interns have completed the program so far.  At least two obtained permanent County 
positions, one as a supervisor.  Four new interns are currently participating in the program.  
Appendix B contains more information about the program, including job descriptions.  

2. Reasonable Accommodation Fund  

Miami-Dade County uses its capital outlay reserve for pay-as-you-go capital projects, 
including reasonable accommodations.96  The fund s annual budget of between $75 
million and $100 million includes revenue from handicapped parking fines (about 
$100,000 annually).  The County has used the fund to pay for accommodations such as 
ergonomic chairs, special software, and special workstation lighting.  

Departments can use the fund to pay for the total cost of a reasonable accommodation.  
Staff report that annual requests for funding for reasonable accommodations vary from 
year to year.  In 2006, the County spent less than $2,000 from the fund on reasonable 
accommodations.  Staff also report that many departments pay for accommodations 
without using money from the fund. 

                                                

 

96 Only non-self-supporting agencies can use the capital outlay reserve.  Self-supporting (proprietary) 
agencies, such as Miami-Dade Transit, must fund their own reasonable accommodation costs. 
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3. Reasonable Accommodation Manual  

Miami-Dade County developed an Americans with Disabilities Act Reasonable 
Accommodations Countywide Procedures Manual.  This manual covers topics such as:  

 
Guidelines for indentifying essential functions; 

 
Applicant and employee procedures for requesting, processing, and granting or 
denying reasonable accommodation requests; 

 

Funding reasonable accommodations; 

 

Interviews, training, discipline, evaluation, and discrimination complaint 
procedures; 

 

Resources for information on assistive technology; 

 

Terms and definitions; 

 

Flowcharts describing the reasonable accommodation process; and 

 

Sample forms.97  

Miami-Dade County s homepage has a link to information for People with Disabilities 
that takes users to links on several topics, including accessibility, health and social 
services, and jobs and employment.  The jobs and employment link takes users to 
reasonable accommodation information, including the manual, a summary of reasonable 
accommodation procedures for employees and applicants, and reasonable 
accommodation request forms.  

4. Supervisory Certification Program  

Miami-Dade County requires supervisors to complete a Supervisory Certification 
Program, which includes a Fair Employment Practices course.  This course includes a 90 
minute module on Title I of the ADA, which prohibits employment discrimination.   

Managers also receive copies of the County s reasonable accommodation manual.  (See 
above description and Appendix S online)  

5. Essential Functions Form  

Since 1992, Miami-Dade County has required hiring managers to submit an essential job 
functions form when posting an open position.  Hiring managers must describe essential 
job functions based on the actual requirements of a department, work environment, and 
working conditions, rather than on generalized classification specifications.  The County 
developed eight criteria to assist managers with identifying essential functions, described 
below in Exhibit 5-2.  The Essential Job Functions Form and the full criteria are included 
in Appendix C. 

                                                

 

97 Americans with Disabilities Act Reasonable Accommodations Countywide Procedures Manual, Miami-
Dade County, Florida (2005). 
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Exhibit 5-2 

Criteria for Identifying Essential Functions of a Position, Miami-Dade County 

 
Do employees in the position actually perform the function? 

 
Would removing a function fundamentally change the job? 

 
What is the result of a job function?  (Do not focus on how it is typically accomplished.) 

 
Does the position exist to perform a particular function? 

 

Are there a limited number of employees who can perform the function? 

 

Is the function highly specialized and is the employee hired based on their expertise in 
performing the function? 

 

What are the consequences if the function is not performed? 

 

What other factors does the manager believe are important? (e.g., amount of time spent 
on the function, organizational structure) 

Source:  Miami-Dade County Essential Functions Form 

  

E. CITY OF CHICAGO, ILLINOIS PROGRAMS AND PRACTICES  

In 2003, the Mayor of Chicago established a City-Wide Task Force on Employment of 
People with Disabilities.  This ad hoc group included representatives from City 
departments, the business community, and the community of persons with disabilities.    

The Task Force s goal was to formulate and recommend to the Mayor policies and 
programs designed to improve and increase employment opportunities for people with 
disabilities in both the public and private sectors. 98  The Task Force had several focuses, 
including City employment practices related to persons with disabilities.  

Based on the Task Force s work, the City took the following actions related to City 
employment practices:  

 

Revised the City s Reasonable Accommodations and Employment Practices Policy; 

 

Developed and implemented mandatory training for managers on the ADA and 
disability awareness; 

 

Established a central reasonable accommodation fund; and 

 

Adopted the Illinois Web Accessibility Standards for the City website, including 
upgrading the online application process.99      

                                                

 

98 City of Chicago Executive Order 2002-3, City-Wide Task Force on Employment of People with 
Disabilities at 1 (2002). 
99 Final Report of the Mayoral Task Force on Employment of People with Disabilities.  Chicago Mayor s 
Office of Workforce Development at 33-35 (2005) [hereinafter Final Report of the Mayoral Task Force]. 
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The Task Force also recommended that the City of Chicago:  

 
Develop a policy on and implement a procedure to allow applicants to voluntarily 
disclose their disability status for purposes of affirmative action; 

 
Enhance outreach to people with disabilities to inform them of City job openings;  

 
Examine City job descriptions for clear descriptions of essential functions; and  

 

Conduct an evaluation through the Department of Personnel on ADA 
compliance.100  

The programs and practices below describe implementation of Task force 
recommendations.  

1. Training Program   

Based on the Task Force s recommendation, Chicago developed a three-hour mandatory 
training for managers on employing persons with disabilities, with required quarterly 
refresher courses.  The training covers:  

 

Applicable federal, state, and local laws; 

 

Key terms and definitions; 

 

General situations that would or would not require an accommodation;  

 

Reasonable accommodation procedures for applicants and employees; 

 

Ways to approach employees about accommodation when they have difficulty 
with a task; and 

 

Accessing the City s reasonable accommodation fund.101  

The City also plans to develop a training for all employees.  

2. Reasonable Accommodation and Employment Practices Policy   

Under mandate from the Mayor, the Task Force updated Chicago s reasonable 
accommodation policy.  The new policy defines important terms related to reasonable 
accommodation, describes the reasonable accommodation procedures for employees and 
applicants, and outlines an appeal process.  (See Appendix D)  

The policy also requires all City departments and agencies to designate a Disability 
Liaison.  Disability Liaisons receive training from the Mayor s Office on Persons with 
Disabilties, the Department of Law, and the Department of Personnel.  They are 
responsible for:    

                                                

 

100 Final Report of the Mayoral Task Force at 18, 35. 
101Chicago Mayor s Office of Person s with Disabilities Staff, March 2008. 
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[Assisting] City personnel in their department or agency in responding to 

requests for reasonable accommodation. 

 
[Maintaining] contact with the Mayor s Office for People with Disabilties, the 
Department of Personnel, and the Department of Law concerning responses to 
requests for reasonable accommodation. 

 
[Advising] managerial or supervisory personnel concerning the status of requests 
for reasonable accommodation. 

 

[Documenting] the process of granting or denying each request for reasonable 
accommodation within their area of authority. 102  

3. Reasonable Accommodation Procedures for Employees and 
Applicants with Disabilities    

Based on Task Force recommendations, Chicago also developed a reasonable 
accommodation manual that describes applicant and employee procedures for requesting, 
processing, granting/denying, and appealing a decision on a reasonable accommodation.  
It also includes:  

 

Terms and Definitions; 

 

Flowcharts of the reasonable accommodation process; 

 

Guidelines to determine whether the employer is obligated to provide a 
reasonable accommodation; 

 

Guidance on disability etiquette; 

 

Agency reporting on reasonable accommodations; and 

 

Sample forms.103  

A copy of the the manual is available as Appendix T online.  

4. Reasonable Accommodation Fund  

Chicago uses centralized funding to pay for all reasonable accommodations that have a 
cost.  Staff report that in FY07, Chicago spent an average of $240.25 per reasonable 
accommodation.  The City of Chicago provides non-equipment reasonable 
accommodations, such as sign language interpreters and personnal care assistance, on a 
weekly basis.  The City provides equipment-related reasonable accommodations, such as 
computer-related purchases, two or three times per quarter.  

5. Website Accessibility Standards  

Based on Task Force recommendations, the City of Chicago adopted the Illinois 
Information Technology Act Implementation Guidelines for Web-Based Information and 
Applications 1.0 (formerly the Illinois Web Accessibility Standards) for all new and 

                                                

 

102 Final Report of the Mayoral Task Force at 61. 
103 Reasonable Accommodation Procedures for Employees and Applicants with Disabilities, City of Chicago. 
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updated websites.  The City redesigned its online job application website to meet the new 
standards and opened an accessible application station in the City Hall Application Center. 
The Illinois Guidelines incorporate both federal Section 508 standards and Web Content 
Accessibility Guidelines from the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C).  The Illinois 
standards seek to make the website easy to navigate, understand, and interact with for all 
users, including persons with disabilities and people who use assistive technology.  (See 
Appendix U online.)   

F. KING COUNTY, WASHINGTON PROGRAMS AND PRACTICES  

1. Tracking Number of Employees with Disabilities    

King County, Washington tracks the number of employees with disabilities in the County 
government.  The County Code requires all departments to report the number of 
employees by job group who voluntary identify as a person with a disability.  Each 
department must also specify a plan to increase hiring, retention, and promotion of 
persons with disabilities.104  

The County s Equal Employment Opportunity/Affirmative Action Plan reports the total 
number persons with disabilities in the County workforce, the number by job category, 
and the number hired and promoted.   To gather these data, King County lets applicants 
and incumbents voluntarily self-identify themselves as a person with a disability.  
Appendix E contains a copy of the form used by King County.   

G. OTHER PUBLICLY-SUPPORTED PROGRAMS  

This section describes other publicly-supported initiatives that provide assistance to 
employers and persons with disabilities who are looking for work.  Employers can use these 
resources to recruit persons with disabilities or learn about reasonable accommodations.    

1. Vocational Rehabilitation Agencies (VRAs)  

State Vocational Rehabilitation Agencies (VRAs) provide job training; help individuals 
identify and learn to use appropriate assistive technology; assist with finding 
employment; and provide guidance for starting small businesses.  VRAs also provide 
certification of disability and job readiness to job seekers.105  Employers can use VRAs as 
recruitment pools for workers with disabilities.  Some special hiring programs, such as 
Maryland s QUEST internship program, require VRA certification for eligibility.    

                                                

 

104 King County Code § 3.12.180. 
105 Maryland State Department of Education, Division of Rehabilitation Services. 
http://www.dors.state.md.us/DORS/AboutDORS/.    

http://www.dors.state.md.us/DORS/AboutDORS/
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Maryland s VRA is the Department of Rehabilitation Services (DORS) in the Maryland 
State Department of Education.  The DORS 2007 Annual Report reports the following:  

 
3,097 persons with disabilities began work after completing DORS rehabilitation 
programs at an average wage of $10.10 per hour; 

 
966 individuals were receiving services to prepare them for permanent 
employment; and 

 

DORS worked with 77 businesses to help them retain or hire employees with 
disabilities.106    

2. Job Accommodation Network  

The Job Accommodation Network (JAN) is a service provided by U.S. Department of 
Labor, Office of Disability Employment Policy (ODEP).   JAN provides free consulting 
and information on the ADA and reasonable accommodations to public and private sector 
employers and persons with disabilities.  JAN s website provides:  

 

Detailed information about ADA requirements; 

 

Information about specific disabilities and suggested reasonable accommodations; 

 

Information about funding sources for making reasonable accommodations;  

 

A list of organizations and government agencies with ADA-related information; 

 

Fact sheets about accommodation costs, sample accommodation request forms, 
disability etiquette; disability-related questions during the hiring process; and 
website accessibility.  

JAN also provides individualized telephone consulting services for employers and job seekers.  

3. Employer Assistance and Recruitment Network   

The Employer Assistance and Recruitment Network (EARN) provides services to 
employers, disability service providers, and jobseekers with disabilities.  The program 
receives funding from ODEP.  The program provides direct services as well as online 
services at EARNworks.com.  

For employers, EARN offers free consulting, a forum for posting job openings, and pre-
screening services to ensure that applicants meet minimum qualifications for a job.  
EARN assists disability service providers by providing employment resources for their 
consumers, including e-mail notification about new job opportunities.  For jobseekers, 
EARN provides a database of available jobs and resume-building assistance. 
Several other organizations and websites targeted to persons with disabilities provide 
online searchable databases of vacant jobs and other job search resources.  Table 5-2 

                                                

 

106 2007 Annual Report. Maryland State Department of Education, Division of Rehabilitation Services (2007). 
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(next page) lists some of these websites and the number of jobs in or around Montgomery 
County posted on the sites on April 1, 2008. 

Table 5-2 
Job Search Resources for Persons with Disabilities 

Organization and 
Website 

Total Number of Jobs 
Returned in Search 

# of Montgomery 
County Government 

Jobs Returned in 
Search  

Location of Jobs 

Hire Disability Solutions 
www.hireds.com

 

634 

 

Montgomery County 

Ability Jobs 
www.jobaccess.org

  

153 1 Montgomery County  

AbilityLinks.org 
www.abilitylinks.org

  

73 

 

Within 10 miles of zip code 20850 

EARNworks 
www.earnworks.com

 

69 18 Montgomery County  

Source:  OLO research 

  

http://www.hireds.com
http://www.jobaccess.org
http://www.abilitylinks.org
http://www.earnworks.com
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CHAPTER VI. Laws and Regulations Governing County Government 

Recruitment and Hiring Practices  

This chapter describes the laws and regulations governing the County Government s 
recruitment and hiring of persons with disabilities within the County Government s merit 
system.  The Montgomery County Charter establishes the merit system  which is 
governed by County laws and regulations 

 
for recruitment, selection, and development 

of County Government employees to maintain an effective, non-partisan, and responsive 
work force with personnel actions based on demonstrated merit and fitness. 107  

This chapter highlights the provisions in the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) and 
the Montgomery County Personnel Regulations ( Personnel Regulations ) that prohibit 
discrimination in and establish standards for the County Government s hiring practices.  
The general legal requirements established by the ADA were reviewed earlier in this 
report (see Chapter III, page 11).  

This chapter is organized into the following sections:  

 

Section A, Equal Employment Opportunity Policy 

 

Section B, Recruitment and Evaluation of Applicants for County Positions 

 

Section C, Collecting Data on Job Applicants with Disabilities 

 

Section D, Interviewing Applicants 

 

Section E, Job Offers and Medical Inquiries/Examinations 

 

Section F, Providing Reasonable Accommodations.  

In addition, Section G summarizes the County Government s legal obligation to make the 
County s website accessible to persons with disabilities.  Chapter VII (page 54) reviews 
the County Government s practices in each of these areas.   

A. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY POLICY   

Montgomery County s Equal Employment Opportunity Policy is a general statement of 
how the County Government must conduct its employment activities, the foundation of 
which is the County Government s merit system.  The Equal Employment Opportunity 
(EEO) policy in Montgomery County s personnel law requires the County Government to:  

[T]ake all personnel actions on the basis of merit and fitness without regard to 
political affiliation or non-merit factors, and without regard to other factors as 
may be provided for in chapter 27, Human Relations and Civil Liberties, 
such as sex, marital status, race, religion, national origin, age or handicap.108 

                                                

 

107 Charter of Montgomery County, Maryland § 401 (Nov. 7, 2006). 
108 MCC § 33-9(a) (emphasis added). 
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The EEO policy, as stated in the County s Personnel Regulations, protects individuals from 
discrimination on a greater number of bases than the EEO policy in the personnel law:  

Montgomery County must . . . conduct all employment activities in a 
manner that ensures equal employment opportunity for all persons without 
regard to race, color, religion, national origin, ancestry, sex, marital status, 
age, disability, sexual orientation, or genetic status . . . .109  

This Regulation applies to anyone seeking employment with the County and to all 
County employment practices, including recruitment and hiring.110  

Under the Personnel Regulations, employment discrimination includes any policy, 
practice, or procedure that limits or adversely affects employment . . . or other working 
conditions on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin, ancestry, sex, marital 
status, age, disability, sexual orientation, or genetic status. 111    

The Personnel Regulations require County managers to ensure that the work environment 
is free from all discrimination and harassment.  In addition, the Personnel Regulations 
forbid employees from discriminating against, harassing, or retaliating against job 
applicants or employees.112  County employees who discriminate, harass, or retaliate 
against others may be disciplined and/or fired.113    

Individuals who believe they have been discriminated against or harassed can file 
complaints with:  

 

The individual s supervisor or director, if the person is a County employee; 

 

The County Government s EEO Officer; 

 

The Montgomery County Commission on Human Rights; 

 

The Maryland Commission on Human Relations; and/or 

 

The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission.114  

The Personnel Regulations require the CAO to develop, as necessary, an Equal 
Employment Opportunity and Diversity Action Plan to achieve and maintain equal 
employment opportunity and to promote diversity. 115      

                                                

 

109 Personnel Regulations § 5-2(b)(2) (emphasis added). 
110 Personnel Regulations § 5-3(a). 
111 Personnel Regulations § 5-1(c) (emphasis added).  
112 Personnel Regulations §§ 5-2(c), (e); 5-3(a). 
113 Personnel Regulations § 5-2(f). 
114 Personnel Regulations § 5-4(a). 
115 Personnel Regulations § 5-5. 
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B. RECRUITMENT AND EVALUATION OF APPLICANTS FOR COUNTY POSITIONS  

1. Federal Law: The Americans with Disabilities Act  

Advertising Positions.  Under the ADA, employers are not required to do special 
outreach to persons with disabilities, but it is consistent with the purpose of the ADA for 
employers to expand their outreach to sources of qualified candidates with 
disabilities. 116  

The Equal Employment Opportunity Commission s ADA Technical Assistance Manual 
recommends that advertisements for vacant positions provide information on the essential 
functions of a job.117  The manual also indicates that employers should  make 
information about vacant positions available in accessible format upon request.118    

Screening Job Applicants.  Unless asked in the context of collecting data for an 
employer s affirmative action program, the ADA prohibits employers from asking about 
a disability or the nature or severity of a disability before making an applicant a job 
offer.119  See page 45 for a more detailed discussion of this issue.  

2. Montgomery County Personnel Regulations  

Advertising Positions.  According to the County s Personnel Regulations, the OHR 
Director must announce vacant positions.  The OHR Director has the discretion to 
advertise positions to the general public or restrict position openings to County 
employees.120    

Screening Job Applicants.  The Personnel Regulations require the Director to establish 
a competitive rating process and rating criteria for a position and include this information 
in any vacancy announcements.121  The County s rating process must:  

 

Result from a job analysis that documents the knowledge, skills, and 
abilities required to perform essential functions of the job; 

 

Assess the employee s ability to perform important aspects of the job; 

 

Be administered in good faith and without discrimination; and 

 

Be properly and accurately conducted.122 

                                                

 

116 ADA Technical Assistance Manual § 5.3. (See Appendix P online for a copy of this manual) 
117 Ibid. § 5.2. 
118 Ibid.  
119 ADA Enforcement Guidance: Preemployment Disability-Related questions and Medical Examinations, 
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission at 11 (October 1995) [hereinafter ADA Enforcement 
Guidance ]. (See Appendix Q online for a copy of this manual) 
120 Personnel Regulations § 6-2(a). 
121 Personnel Regulations §§ 6-5(a), (b); 6-8.  The Personnel Regulations allow the OHR Director to create 
an eligible list on a noncompetitive basis for unskilled manual labor positions and for other classes of 
work if a competitive process is impractical.  Personnel Regulations § 6-6. 
122 Personnel Regulations § 6-5(b)(2). 
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The Personnel Regulations require County staff to review and evaluate every job 
application received to determine whether an applicant is eligible for an open 
position.123  Based on the rating process for a position, OHR creates an eligible list that 
separates qualified individuals into set rating categories.124    

If a vacant position was open to the general public, a department director must select an 
individual to fill the position from the eligible list.125  In doing so, the department 
director:  

 

May select any applicant from the highest rating category, if the selection is 
[c]onsistent with equal employment opportunity policies;

  

Must be able to justify the selection and must comply with priority consideration 
provisions in the Personnel Regulations; and 

 

Must justify the selection of an individual from a lower rating category in writing 
and must receive approval from the CAO if bypassing an individual in a higher 
rating category.126  

An applicant for a merit system position who believes a decision on the applicant s 
application was illegal or based on non-merit factors may file an appeal with the Merit 
System Protection Board.127   

C. COLLECTING DATA ON JOB APPLICANTS WITH DISABILITIES  

1. Federal Law: The Americans with Disabilities Act  

Federal law and regulations require employers to report data to the EEOC on employees 
race and gender.  Federal law does not contain any comparable reporting requirement on 
the employment of persons with disabilities.   

Except in limited circumstances (listed below), the ADA prohibits employers from asking 
job applicants questions about disabilities prior to making offers of employment.128  
Employers can ask job applicants to voluntarily self-identify as persons with disabilities 
before making job offers only if:    

                                                

 

123 Personnel Regulations § 6-4.  The Personnel Regulations list several factors that the OHR Director may 
use to disqualify applicants during the review process, including a lack of minimum qualifications (e.g., 
education, experience, license or certification), submitting inaccurate or false information with an 
application, and prior unsatisfactory work performance relevant to the position applied for.  Ibid. 
124 Personnel Regulations § 6-8. 
125 Personnel Regulations § 7-1. 
126 Ibid. 
127 Personnel Regulations § 6-11. 
128 See 42 U.S.C. § 12112(d)(4). 
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An employer has an affirmative action program based on federal, state, or local 
law that requires affirmative action for persons with disabilities; or 

 
An employer is voluntarily using the information to benefit individuals with 
disabilities. 129  

If an employer does ask job applicants to self-identify as persons with disabilities, the 
employer must:  

[S]tate clearly on any written questionnaire, or state clearly orally (if no 
written questionnaire is used), that the information requested is used solely 
in connection with its affirmative action obligations or efforts; and 

[S]tate clearly that the information is being requested on a voluntary basis, 
that it will be kept confidential in accordance with the ADA, that refusal to 
provide it will not subject the applicant to any adverse treatment, and that 
it will be used only in accordance with the ADA.130  

The County Government does not have an affirmative action program for persons with 
disabilities.  The County also does not gather data about job applicants in order to benefit 
persons with disabilities.  Therefore, federal law prohibits the County Government from 
asking disability-related questions as part of the applicant screening process.  In practice, 
this means the County is not legally allowed to inquire whether an applicant has a 
disability:  

 

On application forms; 

 

In job interviews; and 

 

In background or reference checks.131   

2. Montgomery County Personnel Regulations  

The Personnel Regulations do not address the collection of information about persons 
with disabilities during the hiring process.           

                                                

 

129 ADA Enforcement Guidance at 11 (emphasis in original). 
130 Ibid. at 12. 
131 ADA Technical Assistance Manual § 5.5(a). 
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D. INTERVIEWING APPLICANTS  

1. Federal Law: The Americans with Disabilities Act  

Except in the limited circumstances described above, before making an applicant a job 
offer, the ADA prohibits an employer from:  

 

Asking if a job applicant has a disability; 

 

Asking about the nature or severity of a disability; or 

 

Requiring an applicant to undergo a medical examination.132  

To evaluate an applicant s abilities, an employer may ask about an applicant s ability to 
perform specific job functions, tasks, or duties 133 or may ask an applicant to describe 
or to demonstrate how, with or without a reasonable accommodation, the applicant will 
be able to perform job-related functions. 134  

The ADA allows employers to administer tests to job applicants.135  However, if a test 
screens out or tends to screen out an individual with a disability or a class of such 

individuals on the basis of disability, it must be job-related and consistent with business 
necessity. 136  Employers must provide reasonable accommodations to persons with 
disabilities taking a test.137  

The EEOC s ADA Technical Assistance Manual highlights obstacles that persons with 
disabilities can face during an interview process that can prevent an accurate and 
objective assessment of an applicant s job qualifications. 138  An interviewer may not 
know how to communicate effectively with people who have particular disabilities, or 
may make negative, incorrect assumptions about the abilities of a person with a disability 
because s/he misinterprets some external manifestation of the disability. 139  The ADA 
Technical Assistance Manual gives the following example:  

An interviewer may assume that a person who displays certain 
characteristics of cerebral palsy, such as indistinct speech, lisping, and 
involuntary or halting movements, is limited in intelligence.  In fact, 
cerebral palsy does not affect intelligence at all.140     

                                                

 

132 29 C.F.R. § 1630.13(a). 
133 ADA Technical Assistance Manual § 5.5(a). 
134 29 C.F.R. § 1630.14(a). 
135 ADA Technical Assistance Manual § 5.6. 
136 Ibid. 
137 Ibid. 
138 Ibid. § 5.5(f). 
139 Ibid. 
140 Ibid. 
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2. Montgomery County Personnel Regulations    

The Personnel Regulations describe methods of evaluation that the County may use in its 
competitive rating process; these include an oral examination or a demonstration of a job-
related physical ability or skill. 141  Other than this provision, the Personnel Regulations do 
not dictate how County Government departments conduct job interviews.   

E. JOB OFFERS AND MEDICAL INQUIRIES/EXAMINATIONS  

1. Federal Law: The Americans with Disabilities Act  

Job offers.  Under the ADA, employers may not deny a job applicant an employment 
opportunity because of a person s disability.142  

Medical Inquiries/Exams.  Under the ADA, after an employer makes an applicant a job offer, 
it can require the applicant to answer medical questions or undergo a medical examination and 
can make the job offer conditional on the results.143  An employer may not require an applicant 
to undergo a medical inquiry or exam prior to making a job offer.144  Medical inquiries and 
exams do not have to be job-related and consistent with business necessity. 145  

The ADA allows medical inquiries or exams only if:  

 

All employees in the same job category are required to answer medical 
questions or undergo examinations, regardless of disability; and 

 

The employer collects and maintains the medical information on separate forms 
and in separate files, which are treated as confidential medical records.146  

If all applicants in a job category must undergo a physical exam, an employer can follow 
up with additional tests or exams when further information is needed. 147   Additionally, 
based on information obtained in a medical questionnaire or exam, an employer may 
request more information or a follow-up exam from specific individuals if the 
examinations or questions are medically related to the previously obtained medical 
information. 148  

If an employer uses the results of a medical inquiry or exam to not hire an applicant with 
a disability:  

                                                

 

141 See Personnel Regulations § 6-5(b)(1). 
142 42 U.S.C. § 12112(a); see also 29 C.F.R. § 1630.4. 
143 42 U.S.C. § 12112(d)(3); 29 C.F.R. § 1630.14(b). 
144 ADA Technical Assistance Manual § 6.1. 
145 29 C.F.R. § 1630.14(b)(3) (emphasis added). 
146 42 U.S.C. § 12112(d)(3); 29 C.F.R. § 1630.14(b). 
147 ADA Technical Assistance Manual § 6.4. 
148 ADA Enforcement Guidance at 19. 
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[T]he exclusionary criteria must be job-related and consistent with business 

necessity; and 

 
The individual must not have been able to perform the essential functions of the 
job with a reasonable accommodation.149  

An employer may disqualify an applicant based on a medical exam if the individual 
would pose a direct threat to health or safety. 150  However, an employer cannot 

disqualify an individual with a disability who is able to perform the essential functions of 
a job based on speculation that the disability may cause a risk of future injury. 151  

2. Montgomery County Personnel Regulations  

Job offers.  The Personnel Regulations require department directors to select an 
individual for hire from an eligible list if the position was opened for competition.152  
Directors may select any individual from the highest rating category on an eligible list, as 
long as the selection is consistent with equal employment opportunity policies. 153  As 
discussed earlier (page 42), the County s Equal Employment Opportunity policy requires 
the County to conduct employment activities  including hiring  so that all individuals 
have an equal opportunity and without regard to individuals disabilities.154  

Medical Inquiries/Exams.  The Personnel Regulations address medical examinations by 
explicitly stating that they are meant to be construed in a manner consistent with the 
ADA . . . . 155  

According to the Personnel Regulations, the Chief Administrative Officer (CAO) must 
establish medical standards for positions and occupations and guidelines for medical 
inquiries and exams.156  The medical standards and the guidelines must be:  

 

[J]ob-related and used to determine if the applicant . . . can perform essential 
functions of the job with or without accommodation; and  

 

[A]pplied uniformly and consistently to all applicants and employees who are 
offered employment or employed in the same job class or occupational class. 157  

A job applicant selected for a County position must meet the medical requirements for 
the position before the applicant is appointed to the position. 158  The Regulations 
prohibit the County Government from conducting a medical inquiry or exam for the 

                                                

 

149 29 C.F.R. § 1630.14(b)(3); ADA Technical Assistance Manual § 6.1. 
150 ADA Technical Assistance Manual § 6.1; see 42 U.S.C. § 12113(b). 
151 ADA Technical Assistance Manual § 6.1 
152 Personnel Regulations § 7-1. 
153 Personnel Regulations § 7-1(a). 
154 Personnel Regulations §§ 5-2(b), 5-3(a). 
155 Personnel Regulations § 8-2. 
156 Personnel Regulations § 8-4(a). 
157 Personnel Regulations § 8-4(a). 
158 Personnel Regulations § 8-3. 
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purpose of determining whether an applicant has a disability, unless the examination or 
inquiry is job-related and consistent with business necessity. 159  

The Personnel Regulations establish different levels of medical exam protocols. 160  The 
required testing or amount of information under each protocol varies based on the type of 
activity or work required for a County Government position.  Table 6-1 summarizes the 
testing and information required for each medical exam protocol.  

Table 6-1 
Summary of Required Testing for County Government Medical Exam Protocols 

Medical Exam Protocol Required Required Depending on  
Duties of Position 

Medical History Review Medical History Form  

Limited Core Exam Medical History Form 

Vision and hearing tests; 
Drug test; 
Other tests; 
Hepatitis B vaccination. 

Core Exam 

Limited Core Exam requirements; 
Physical exam by a physician; 
Urinalysis; 
EKG; 
Additional blood tests; 
Tests for communicable diseases. 

Rabies vaccination 

Core Exam requirements; 
Exercise treadmill test; 
Test to determine blood type; 
Respiratory function test. 

Core I Exam 
Only for Police Officer, Deputy 
Sheriff, and Correctional Officer 
applicants: 
Physical ability testing.  

Core II Exam 
Core I Exam requirements; 
Hepatitis B vaccination. 

Tetanus booster 

Core III Exam 
Core II Exam requirements, but does 
not require Hepatitis B vaccination or 
tetanus booster.  

Source:  Personnel Regulations § 8-6(b)(2) 

    

                                                

 

159 Personnel Regulations § 8-4(a)(5). 
160 See Personnel Regulations § 8-6(b)(2). 
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F. PROVIDING REASONABLE ACCOMMODATIONS  

1. Federal Law: The Americans with Disabilities Act  

Under the ADA, employers must make reasonable accommodations for qualified job 
applicants with disabilities, unless providing accommodations would impose an undue 
hardship on the County s business.161  Additionally, it is illegal for an employer not to 
hire a qualified applicant with a disability in order to avoid providing a reasonable 
accommodation.162  In plain language, a reasonable accommodation is:  

[A]ny modification or adjustment to a job, an employment practice, or the 
work environment that makes it possible for an individual with a disability 
to enjoy an equal employment opportunity.163  

Employers must provide necessary accommodations at any point during the hiring 
process, including at recruitment events or activities; during the job application stage; 
during job interviews; and during job testing.164  The EEOC s ADA Technical Assistance 
Manual suggests that employers state in job notices and on application forms that 
applicants who need accommodations may request them in advance.165  

2. Montgomery County Personnel Regulations  

The Personnel Regulations do not outline procedures for job applicants to request or 
receive reasonable accommodations, except for job applicants who have already received 
a conditional job offer from the County Government.166  

For certain job classes, the County s Employee Medical Examiner (EME) performs 
medical exams on applicants who have received conditional offers of employment.  If the 
EME finds a job applicant has a medical condition that impairs the individual s ability to 
perform the essential functions of the job, the EME must determine if the applicant is a 
qualified individual with a disability under the ADA. 167  If the EME finds that an 
applicant is a qualified individual with a disability, the OHR Director must determine if 
the applicant can be reasonably accommodated.168  If so, the hiring department director 
must provide the applicant a reasonable accommodation, unless the OHR Director 
determines that accommodation would impose an undue hardship on the County. 169    

                                                

 

161 42 U.S.C. § 12112(b)(5); 29 C.F.R. § 1630.9(a). 
162 29 C.F.R. § 1630.9(b). 
163 ADA Technical Assistance Manual § 3.1. 
164 Ibid. §§ 5.4; 5.5(e); 5.5(f); 5.6. 
165 Ibid. § 5.5(f). 
166 See Personnel Regulations § 8-6(d). 
167 Personnel Regulations § 8-6(d)(1). 
168 Personnel Regulations § 8-5(a). 
169 Personnel Regulations § 8-6(d)(2). 
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The OHR Director may revoke an applicant s conditional job offer if:  

 
An applicant with a medical impairment is not a qualified individual with a 
disability under the ADA; or 

 
An applicant with a medical impairment is a qualified individual with a disability 
under the ADA, but the OHR Director determines that reasonable 
accommodation would impose an undue hardship on the County. 170  

The Personnel Regulations allow job applicants who have been disqualified from 
consideration for a position or rated as medically unfit for appointment to a position to file an 
appeal with the Merit System Protection Board.171  The Personnel Regulations do not, however, 
provide an appeal process for job applicants who request, but are denied, an accommodation.   

G. WEBSITE ACCESSIBILITY  

1. Federal Law: The Americans with Disabilities Act  

Under the American s with Disabilities Act, public entities, like Montgomery County 
Government, must ensure that their websites have accessible features for persons with 
disabilities.  The ADA prohibits qualified individuals with disabilities from be[ing] 
excluded from participation in or be[ing] denied the benefits of services, programs, or 
activities of a public entity, or be[ing] subjected to discrimination by any such entity. 172  

The U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ), which is responsible for ensuring ADA 
compliance in this area, advises that ADA compliance by public entities includes 
developing websites with features accessible to persons with disabilities.173  DOJ 
guidance on developing accessible websites has a voluntary action plan with the 
following steps:  

 

Establish a policy that your web pages will be accessible and create a process for 
implementation; 

 

Ensure that all new and modified web pages and content are accessible; 

                                                

 

170 Personnel Regulations § 8-6(d)(3). 
171 Personnel Regulations § 8-11(a). 
172 42 U.S.C. § 12132; see also 28 C.F.R. § 35.160(a). 
173 See Accessibility of State and Local Government Websites to People with Disabilities, U.S. 
Department of Justice (June 2003).  The DOJ notes that entities with inaccessible websites can comply with 
the ADA by: 

[P]roviding an alternative accessible way for citizens to use the programs or services, 
such as a staffed telephone information line.  These alternatives, however, are unlikely to 
provide an equal degree of access in terms of hours of operation and the range of options 
and programs available.  For example, job announcements and application forms, if 
posed on an accessible website, would be available to people with disabilities 24 hours a 
day, 7 days a week. 

Ibid. 
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Develop a plan for making your existing web content more accessible; 

 
Ensure that in-house staff and contractors responsible for web page and content 
development are properly trained; 

 
Provide a way for visitors to request accessible information or services by posting 
a telephone number or E-mail address on your home page; and 

 
Periodically enlist disability groups to test your pages for ease of use.174  

See Appendix F for a copy of this guidance document.  

2. Montgomery County Law  

Neither Montgomery County s law nor regulations address County Government website 
accessibility for persons with disabilities. 

                                                

 

174 Ibid. 
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CHAPTER VII. Montgomery County Government Programs and Practices  

This Chapter describes the County Government s practices with respect to hiring persons 
with disabilities.  The first part of the chapter reviews how the County Government s 
recruitment, hiring, and training practices address issues relevant to persons with 
disabilities:  

 

Section A, Office of Human Resources Recruitment and Hiring Practices, 
summarizes County Government practices to recruit and hire persons with 
disabilities for merit system positions; 

 

Section B, Providing Reasonable Accommodations, describes the County 
Government s practice and procedures for evaluating requests for and providing 
reasonable accommodations during the hiring process; 

 

Section C, Equal Employment Opportunity & Diversity Action Plans, 
reviews the County Government s most recent EEO & Diversity Action Plan and 
summarizes the number of complaints against the County Government alleging 
discrimination based on disability; 

 

Section D, County Government Training, summarizes County Government 
courses that address topics related to persons with disabilities; and 

 

Section E, Online Job Applications and Website Accessibility, describes the 
County Government s efforts to make the County s website accessible to persons 
with disabilities. 

The last two sections provide information about the two County Government programs 
designed explicitly for hiring persons with disabilities:   

 

Section F, Customized Employment Public Intern Project, describes the 
County Government s program, funded for the first time in FY08, to hire persons 
with disabilities into non-merit County Government positions; 

 

Section G, Administrative Procedure 1-10, Disability Employment 
Training/Services Contracting, describes the administrative procedure for 
awarding County Government contracts to organizations that employ persons 
with disabilities.            
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A. OFFICE OF HUMAN RESOURCES RECRUITMENT AND HIRING PRACTICES  

1. Recruitment for Merit System Positions  

Developing Job Announcements.  OHR s Recruitment and Staffing Team work with 
County Government departments to develop job announcements, which contain 
minimum qualifications and preferred criteria.  OHR staff draft minimum qualifications 
for a position based on the minimum experience, education, and licensing identified in 
the County job class specification for the position.  Hiring department staff create the first 
draft of preferred criteria, which are then reviewed by OHR staff.  Preferred criteria list 
the essential functions of a specific position based on the needs and requirements of the 
hiring department.  Hiring department staff evaluate and rate candidates based on 
preferred criteria.  

OHR staff review preferred criteria and work with hiring department staff to ensure that 
the final criteria do not contain requirements that would unnecessarily (or illegally) 
screen out qualified people, including persons with disabilities.  

Outreach at Career Fairs.  This year (FY08), OHR s Recruitment and Staffing Team 
participated in various outreach efforts specifically targeted to recruiting persons with 
disabilities.  OHR staff attended:  a conference and job fair sponsored by the Maryland 
Association for the Deaf and a meeting with MontgomeryWorks partners to discuss 
County Government employment opportunities.  

OHR staff report that the Recruitment and Staffing Team curtailed its outreach activities 
following the January 2008 announcement of a County Government hiring freeze.  
However, OHR staff still plan to participate in the National Disability Career Fair, which 
is a part of the World of Possibilities: Disabilities, Healthy Aging and Independent Living 
Expo, a forum for sharing and promoting resources for seniors and persons with 
disabilities.  

Advertising.  OHR staff work with the Employer Assistance and Recruitment Network 
(EARN) to advertise County Government positions to persons with disabilities.  OHR 
staff report that the County Government has posted open positions on the EARN website 
on occasion over the past three years.  EARN s website  www.EARNworks.com 

 

provides a searchable database of available jobs to match employers and persons with 
disabilities who are seeking jobs.  For a more detailed description of EARN, see Chapter 
V on page 40.  

Historical information on which positions were posted on EARNworks website was not 
readily available.  However, OHR staff report the following interactions/agreements with 
EARNworks to promote County positions:    

http://www.EARNworks.com
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In the fall of 2006, EARNworks sent a flyer through e-mail to job seekers promoting 
Montgomery County as an employer (See Appendix G for a copy of this flyer); 

 
In the spring of 2008, EARNworks agreed to choose ten County positions from 
the County s career website and post them weekly on EARNworks; and 

 
In March 2008, EARNworks began promoting employment with Montgomery 
County Government on the main page of its website (See Appendix H for a copy 
of the promotional material).  

Information on Career Website.  The County Government s website provides some job 
information targeted to potential job applicants who have a disability.  The County 
Government s career website (www.montgomerycountymd.gov/content/ohr/career/) 
includes the following two links:  

 

Information for Applicants with Disabilities; and 

 

Customized Employment Public Intern Project.  

See Section F (below) for a description of the Customized Employment Public Intern 
Project 

 

the County Government s internship program for persons with disabilities.  

The Information for Applicants with Disabilities web page describes how job 
applicants can receive an accommodation when applying and interviewing with the 
County Government.  The web page states that:  

The County will provide, upon request, reasonable accommodations to 
qualified applicants and employees with disabilities, unless doing so 
would cause an undue hardship to the agency.  

The web page provides a telephone number, a TTY telephone number,175 and an e-mail 
address176 for applicants who want to request an accommodation during the hiring 
process.  

Position descriptions posted on the County s career website provide a link to 
Employment Application Procedures and Information, which states:  

 

It is the policy of Montgomery County to conduct all employment activities in a 
manner that will ensure equal opportunity in employment for all persons without 
regard to race, color, national origin, religion, sex, sexual orientation, marital 
status, age, or disability or any other protected category as defined by relevant 
discrimination laws; and 

                                                

 

175 TTY refers to Telephone Text.  A TTY device lets people who are deaf, hard of hearing, or speech-
impaired use the telephone to communicate, by allowing them to type messages back and forth to one 
another instead of talking and listening.  A TTY is required at both ends of the conversation in order to 
communicate.  See www.abouttty.com.  
176 Special.Accommodations@montgomerycountymd.gov.  

http://www.montgomerycountymd.gov/content/ohr/career/
http://www.abouttty.com
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The [p]referred criteria listed in the job announcement describe knowledge, 
skills and abilities required to perform the essential functions of the job.

 
Collecting Data on Job Applicants.  The County does not request or collect information 
about job applicants disability status before making conditional job offers.  According to 
OHR staff, the County also does not collect disability information for statistical use because:  

 
Asking job applicants to disclose whether they have a disability  would produce 
inaccurate data because individuals do not use the term disability  consistently 
and may use the term in a manner that is inconsistent with the definition in the 
ADA; 

 

Persons with disabilities often are reluctant to disclose information about their 
disability when applying for jobs for fear of discrimination; and 

 

While the federal government mandates that employers collect demographic 
information about job applicants race and gender, collecting similar information 
about disability status is not mandated by federal law or regulation.  

After the County Government makes an applicant a conditional job offer, a job applicant must 
fill out the County s form, Report of Applicant s Medical History, ( Medical History form ) 
and for some job classes, undergo a medical examination.  The Medical History form requires 
applicants to disclose information about their disability status.  See page 58 (below) for a more 
detailed discussion of conditional job offers and the Medical History form.  

2. Interviewing and Hiring  

Interviewing Job Applicants.  In general, department-based staff conduct County 
Government job interviews.  Interview practices and procedures vary across departments.  
OHR provides written guidelines and offers training for County employees involved in 
the interview process.  

In 2006, OHR s Recruitment and Staffing Team developed the Selection Guidelines for 
Montgomery County: A Users Guide for Hiring Managers.177  When the Recruitment and 
Staffing Team sends an eligible list to a hiring manager via e-mail, it refers the hiring 
manager to a link to the Selection Guidelines online.  

The Selection Guidelines include information about how to select candidates to interview, 
prepare for an interview, evaluate interview candidates, and follow up with candidates 
after the interview.  The Selection Guidelines also direct interviewers to consider only 
job related information during the interview process.  Specifically, the guidelines 
indicate that during an interview:  

Special care must be taken to ensure that all applicants are treated the 
same.  Any reference to . . . medical or disability status . . . must be 

                                                

 

177 See Selection Guidelines for Montgomery County: A Users Guide for Hiring Managers, Office of 
Human Resources [hereinafter Selection Guidelines]. 
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avoided.  Even if the applicant brings up the issue, do not pursue it, return 
to job related information.178 

A table in the Selection Guidelines lists, by subject, questions that are illegal and 
questions that are legal if job related.  Under the subject Disability, the guidelines 
state that [y]ou may not ask if someone has a disability, about someone s medical 
history, or if a medical condition affects the person s abilities.  You may ask if a person 
can perform specific duties of the job. 179  

The Selection Guidelines also include sample interview questions and methods for 
evaluating candidate responses.  The Presentation/Communication  topic lists 
evaluation criteria that could impact whether persons with certain disabilities receive a 
fair evaluation.  The criteria direct interviewers to evaluate an interview candidate based 
on the candidate s ability to communicate in purely physical ways  e.g., articulation, 
mannerisms, gestures, eye contact, vocal inflection  but do not discuss how individual 
applicants abilities to communicate vary.  The Selection Guidelines state the following:  

This position requires both good writing and verbal skills for good 
communication.  When it comes to giving information to employees that can 
be done either way, do you prefer to write a memo OR talk to employees? 

*Evaluation of this dimension should be based on such things as poise, 
bearing, articulation, mannerisms, gestures, eye contact, vocal inflection, and 
word choice as well as comfort with writing and using office machines.180  

In addition to the Selection Guidelines, OHR provides a pocket-sized interview guide, 
which provides guidance on:  

 

Writing interview questions; 

 

Common interview mistakes; 

 

Types of interview questions; 

 

Interview questions to avoid because they may be illegal; 

 

Post-interview procedures; and 

 

Collecting applicant data and preparing interview records.  

The guide identifies disability- and health-related questions to avoid, alternate questions, 
and legal implications.  The guide notes that interviewers may ask questions about an 
applicant s ability to perform job functions and meet attendance requirements, but 
cautions that interviewers cannot limit such inquiry strictly to applicants with actual or 
perceived disabilities.

  

Medical Inquiries and Examinations.  All job applicants with conditional offers of 
employment from the County Government must complete a Medical History form.  In 
addition, certain job classes must undergo physical exams of varying degrees.  Each 

                                                

 

178 Selection Guidelines at 6. 
179 Selection Guidelines at 34. 
180 Selection Guidelines at 19. 
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Montgomery County Government job class specification indicates the required medical 
protocol for the job class.  The Occupational Medical Services (OMS) Team in the Office 
of Human Resources oversees job applicants medical inquiries and examinations. 
The County Government contracts for the medical personnel in OMS, including the 
County Government s Employee Medical Examiner (EME).  The current contract for 
medical personnel also provides OMS with nurses, physician s assistants, x-ray 
technicians, medical assistants, and clerical staff.  

Job applicants must disclose information about their physical and mental condition on the 
County Government s Medical History form, including information about disabilities.  
The County Government does not compile this information for tracking purposes.    

The first page of the form indicates the stated purpose of the form and the County s 
obligation to provide reasonable accommodations under the ADA:  

You have received an offer of employment conditioned on the result of 
this medical evaluation.  The information submitted is used to determine 
your ability to perform the essential functions of the job for which you 
applied and could be used for evaluation in future workers compensation 
claims.  If necessary, you may request a reasonable accommodation 
consistent with provisions of the Americans with Disabilities Act and 
Montgomery County Personnel Regulations . . . . The aforementioned law 
and County regulation in part require that an applicant be able to perform 
the essential job functions, with or without a reasonable accommodation.  
The County will take appropriate action to comply with any such 
request. . . . Note:  This form is both a County personnel record and a 
record of the County s retirement system.  Any information presented on 
this medical history form may also be used to evaluate an individual s 
future eligibility for disability or disability retirement benefits.   

The form also states that:  

Any intentionally false or misleading statement may result in the rejection 
of my application for employment or in my discharge from County 
employment.  Such a false or misleading statement may also exclude me 
from coverage in the County medical disability retirement or disability 
benefit programs.  

Table 7-1 (next page) includes examples of questions on the Medical History form.        
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Table 7-1 

Examples of Questions on the County Government s Medical History Form 

Question 

Do you currently have any physical or mental conditions or are you currently disabled in any way that may 
limit your ability to perform the job for which you have applied? 

Do you wear a hearing aid or use an assistive device such as (i.e. wheelchair, cane, crutches, walker, or 
artificial limb)? 

Do you have any disability requiring a reasonable accommodation in order for you to perform this job? 

Have you been refused employment or been terminated from a job due to: 
1. sensitivity to chemicals, dust, sunlight, etc. 
2. inability to perform certain motions 
3. inability to assume certain positions 
4. any other medical, psychological, or physical reason? 

Have you within the past 3 years, had to change jobs because of a diagnosed injury, or illness (physical or 
psychological)? 

Source:  OMS Medical History form 

 

Job applicants must indicate on the Medical History form whether, in the past three years, 
they have been diagnosed with any of 68 different medical conditions or experienced any of 
18 different symptoms.  Applicants must disclose the following information on the form:  

 

Allergies,  

 

Immunizations,  

 

Prescription medication use,  

 

Over-the-county medication use, and 

 

Exposure to certain chemicals and types of loud noises.  

See Appendix I for a copy of the Medical History form.  

OMS staff report that based on information provided in the Medical History form, the 
County may require a job applicant to meet with a physician and undergo a physical 
exam.  The Employee Medical Examiner fills out a Medical Exam and Rating form for 
each job applicant based on information in the Medical History form and information 
from the medical exam, if one was performed.  Each applicant is given a Preliminary 
Rating of either:  

 

Fit for Duty ; 

 

Not Fit for Duty ; or 

 

Fit for Duty  Accommodation Conditions or Restrictions.

  

If an applicant is rated fit for duty and needs an accommodation, OMS asks the hiring 
department if they can provide an accommodation.  The process for providing reasonable 
accommodations is described below.   
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B. PROVIDING REASONABLE ACCOMMODATIONS  

Montgomery County Government provides reasonable accommodations under the ADA 
for job applicants with disabilities based on requests from applicants.  The County 
Government s web page with Information for Applicants with Disabilities provides 
contact information for job applicants who want to request accommodations when 
applying for a position, when interviewing for a position, and when hired for a position.  

The County Government website has an OMS form online for employees to request 
reasonable accommodations, but does not have a corresponding form for job applicants.  
See Appendix J for a copy of this form.  The County Government does not have written 
procedures outlining the process for requesting and evaluating requests for 
accommodations.  

Based on discussions with OMS staff, the remainder of this section describes how a job 
applicant s request for a reasonable accommodation works in practice and includes data 
on accommodations provided by the County Government from FY05-FY07.  Finally, this 
section describes the Worker Assistance Program, which is available to provide 
accommodations to employees who do not qualify for accommodations under the ADA.  

Requesting an Accommodation.  Throughout the hiring process, the job applicant is 
responsible for requesting a needed accommodation.  For an accommodation when 
completing an application, during an interview, or during testing, a job applicant follows 
the following process:  

 

An applicant notifies the OHR Recruitment Specialist or the hiring manager, 
verbally or in writing, of the need for an accommodation. 

 

The Recruitment Specialist or the hiring manager notifies the Disability Program 
Manager in Occupational Medical Services of the request. 

 

The Disability Program Manager contacts the applicant to determine whether to 
provide an accommodation.  

An applicant who receives a conditional job offer may request an accommodation, either 
verbally or in writing, for a physical exam or to perform the essential functions of a 
position.  Applicants with disabilities who need an accommodation to perform essential 
functions of a job must indicate this on the County s Medical History form.  At this point, 
the Disability Program Manger, the Employee Medical Examiner, and the hiring manager 
review the request.  

Granting or Denying an Accommodation.  The Disability Program Manager in OMS 
determines whether an applicant is a person with a disability who qualifies for reasonable 
accommodation under the ADA and whether there is an appropriate accommodation for 
the job.  OMS considers:  
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Whether the person has a qualifying disability under the ADA.  OMS requires 
medical documentation of a person s disability and resulting employment 
limitations for individuals with non-obvious disabilities or disabilities where 
limitations are not obvious.  For individuals with obvious disabilities (e.g., 
blindness or deafness), OMS might not require medical documentation.  OMS 
reviews and considers medical documentation from both a job applicant s 
personal physician(s) and from the County Government s EME, if the applicant 
undergoes a County Government medical exam. 

 

What type of accommodation the person needs to address limitations.  OMS 
works with the job applicant, hiring manager, and employee medical examiner to 
determine whether a reasonable accommodation would allow the employee to 
participate in the hiring process and/or perform the essential functions of a 
position.  While the County Government must provide a reasonable 
accommodation, the County Government is not required to provide the specific 
accommodation requested by an applicant. 

 

Whether the accommodation is reasonable.   Under the ADA, the County 
must provide accommodations if they do not create an undue hardship on the 
County Government.  According to OMS staff, an accommodation creates an 
undue hardship if it is unduly costly, unduly extensive, changes the process of the 
job, or alters the nature of the job.  OMS staff report that the County Government 
can rarely claim that an accommodation is unduly costly because the analysis is 
based on Montgomery County Government s total resources as an employer, not 
on an individual department s resources.  

Additionally, a reasonable accommodation for testing or for a physical exam 
cannot alter an essential part of the test or the exam (i.e., an applicant cannot 
request extra time to complete an exam if the purpose of the exam is to test speed).  

OMS may deny a request for an accommodation if the person does not qualify as a 
person with a disability under the ADA or if providing an accommodation would create 
an undue hardship.  OMS notifies the department and the applicant in writing when a 
request for an accommodation is denied.  OMS does not include information about how 
or to whom an applicant may appeal the denial of a request for an accommodation.  

Funding for Accommodations.  The FY08 budget for the Office of Human Resources 
includes $15,000 designated as a centralized fund to help departments pay for reasonable 
accommodations for employees and job applicants.  Staff in OMS administer the fund.  
Departments must pay the first $500 of any accommodation cost, and then may request 
assistance from the central fund.  The County Government does not have guidelines 
describing how accommodation costs over $500 will be allocated between a department 
and the reasonable accommodation fund.  

Currently, there is no special publicity to departments about the existence of the 
centralized fund for reasonable accommodations, no information about the fund on the 
County Government s website, and no information about the fund is included in the 
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County Government s ADA trainings.  The County s reasonable accommodation request 
form for employees (not for applicants) states that OHR will share expenses on 
accommodations greater than $500.00 but does not mention the reasonable 
accommodation fund.  In FY06, not knowing about the existence of the fund, the 
Commission on People with Disabilities recommended to the County Executive and the 
County Council that the County Government establish a centralized fund.181  The 
Commission reiterated this idea to OLO in November 2007.  

As of April 3, 2008, the County had spent $344 from the FY08 fund. As shown in Table 
7-2, larger amounts were spent in FY05 and FY07.  

Table 7-2 
Reasonable Accommodation Fund  

Allocations and Expenditures, FY05-FY08 

Fiscal 
Year Total Fund Amount Total Expenditures 

FY05 $8,000 $7,297 

FY06 $8,000 $0 

FY07 $8,000 $6,904 

FY08 $15,000  $344* 

Source:  OHR: OMS 
* As of April 3, 2008 

 

Accommodations Provided from FY05-FY07.  OMS divides accommodations 
provided by the County Government into two broad categories:  

 

Tactile accommodations including sign language interpreters, assistive devices, 
computer software, and other items.  Tactile accommodations generally have a 
specific cost associated with them.  

 

Abstract accommodations such as flexible schedules, telecommuting, and job 
restructuring.  Typically, these accommodations do not have a specific cost 
associated with them, and most do not have any associated cost.  

Table 7-3 (next page) describes accommodations the County Government provided 
through OMS to applicants and employees from FY05-FY07.  Many County Government 
departments provide accommodations for employees without OMS assistance.  OMS 
does not require County departments to report these informal accommodations to OMS 
and the data in Table 7-3 do not reflect these accommodations.  The data show that:    

                                                

 

181 Commission on People with Disabilities Annual Report (2006). 
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From FY05 to FY07, the County received 43 formal requests for reasonable 
accommodations.  Of these requests, four (9%) were denied. 

 
From FY05 to FY07, job applicants made nine accommodation requests and 
County employees made 34 requests. 

 
The County provided 18 tactile accommodations, 20 abstract accommodations, 
and one combination tactile and abstract accommodation.  

Table 7-3 
Summary of Reasonable Accommodation  

Requests to OMS and Outcomes, FY05-FY07 

 

Tactile Abstract Tactile/ 
Abstract Denied Total 

FY05 

Applicant 0 1 0

 

0

 

1 

Employee 8 6 1

 

0

 

15 

Subtotal 8 7 1

 

0

 

16 

FY06 

Applicant 0 1 0

 

1

 

2 

Employee 4 7 0

 

2

 

13 

Subtotal 4 8 0

 

3

 

15 

FY07 

Applicant 2 3 0

 

1

 

6 

Employee 4 2 0

 

0

 

6 

Subtotal 6 5 0

 

1

 

12 

Total FY05-FY07 18 20 1

 

4

 

43 

Source: OHR: OMS 

 

The table below shows the variety of tactile and abstract accommodations provided from 
FY05 to FY07.  

Table 7-4 
Types of Accommodations Provided, FY05-FY07 

Tactile Accommodations Abstract Accommodations 

 

Door stopper 

 

Face mask 

 

File cabinet  

 

HEPA air filter 

 

Braille embosser 

 

Monitor magnifier 

 

Large computer monitor 

 

Computer software (e.g., 
voice activated software) 

 

Assistive technology 

 

Sign language interpreter 

 

Increased testing time 

 

Telecommuting 

 

Flexible scheduling 

 

Job restructuring 

 

Job relocation  

 

Reassignment to vacant 
positions 

 

Office modification  

 

Training 

Source:  OHR:  OMS 
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OHR data show that about half (20) of the accommodations provided from FY05-FY07 
had no associated cost.  Examples of no cost reasonable accommodations include:  

 
Increased testing time; 

 
Flexible scheduling; and 

 
Job restructuring.  

Of those accommodations that had a cost (19), the employee s department paid for 15 
accommodations, OHR paid for two, and the department and OHR shared the cost of one 
accommodation.  One accommodation was paid for by the employee s health insurance.   

Appealing a Denial of a Reasonable Accommodation.  As indicated above in Table 7-
3, the County Government denied two requests for accommodations by job applicants 
between FY05 and FY07.  The County Government has not established a process for job 
applicants to appeal the denial of a request for an accommodation.  

Worker Assistance Program.  OHR established the Worker Assistance Program in 
FY06 to provide accommodations to County Government employees or applicants with a 
conditional job offer who are not considered disabled under the ADA.  The program is 
designed to help employees who have temporary disabilities (i.e., limited mobility due to 
a broken leg) or who have ongoing problems that do not affect a major life activity.  
Assistance could include either tactile or abstract type accommodations.   

Since its inception in FY06, no employees have requested or received assistance through 
the program.  In January 2006, the OHR Director sent department directors a memo 
briefly describing the program and indicating a request form would be available through 
OMS County intranet website.  Currently, the request form is not available through 
either the County intranet or internet websites.  The program has not been publicized 
directly to County employees.  See Appendix K for a copy of the Worker Assistance 
Program Request Form.  

Employees seeking an accommodation under the program must submit a completed 
Worker Assistance Program form to their supervisor.  The form asks employees to 
indicate whether they:  

 

Claim a disability; 

 

Receive assistance at home, in the community, or in other environments; 

 

Indicated need for assistance on the Medical History form; and  

 

Will meet with the Disability Program Manager.  

The form indicates that receiving assistance under the program does not entitle the person 
to an accommodation under the ADA.  County departments must pay the full cost, if any, 
for providing assistance under the program.    
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C. EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY (EEO) & DIVERSITY ACTION PLANS  

The County Government s EEO & Diversity Action Plan compiles data and information 
about County Government activities related to EEO and diversity.  The County 
Government most recently published an EEO & Diversity Action Plan in 2004.  

The 141-page document reports workforce and County demographic data for FY03 and 
uses these data to assess whether certain groups are underrepresented in the County 
Government s workplace.  The FY04 EEO Plan also describes diversity initiatives for all 
of the County Government s Executive Branch departments.  OHR staff is reportedly 
working on an updated EEO Plan, which will contain workforce information from FY06.  

The FY04 EEO Plan does not contain any specific demographic data on persons with 
disabilities in the County workforce.  As indicated above (see page 57), Montgomery 
County does not compile data on the number of County Government job applicants or 
employees with disabilities.  The County collects and publishes workforce demographics 
detailing the number of employees only by gender, age, and race/ethnicity.182  

With respect to persons with disabilities, the FY04 EEO Plan describes County 
Government efforts, including:  

 

County Government services for disabled employees, including counseling, 
reasonable accommodations, alternative placement, and disability retirement 
counseling; 

 

FY03 EEO and diversity initiatives of County Government departments, such as 
providing disability program management services, hosting students for Disability 
Mentoring Month, and upgrading a computer lab for persons with disabilities at 
the Special Needs Library; 

 

The County employment of an ADA Compliance Officer, who is responsible for 
ensuring that County Government programs, services, buildings, and other 
facilities comply with the ADA; and 

 

The County Government s EEO complaint processing program.  

Recent Complaint Data.  Table 7-5 (next page) lists the number of internal complaints 
alleging discrimination based on a disability filed each year against the County 
Government between 2003 and 2007.  The data show that, on average, County 
Government employees filed seven such complaints each year from 2003 to 2007 against 
the County Government.      

                                                

 

182 See 2007 Personnel Management Review (PMR), Office of Human Resources. 
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Table 7-5 

Number of Internal Complaints Against Montgomery County Government 
Alleging Discrimination Based on Disability,  

2003-2007 

Year 

# of Complaints 
Alleging 

Discrimination 

 

Total 

# of Complaints Alleging 
Discrimination 

 
Disability  

Percent of  
Total Complaints 

2003 46 9 19.6% 

2004 55 4 7.3% 

2005 74 7 9.5% 

2006 79 7 8.9% 

2007 99 6 6.0% 

Total 353 33 9.3% 
Source:  OHR data 

 

Of these 33 complaints, the EEO/Diversity Team concluded that there was sufficient 
evidence to believe that discrimination occurred in three complaints, there was not 
sufficient evidence to believe that discrimination occurred in 14 complaints; and 16 
complaints were closed administratively.  

Staff in the Office of the County Attorney report that no lawsuits have been filed in court 
(as opposed to internal complaints listed in Table 7-5) against the County Government in 
the past four years alleging discrimination based on disability.    

D. COUNTY GOVERNMENT TRAINING  

The Office of Human Resources Training and Organizational Development team 
oversees the training and development opportunities for County Government employees.   
Several courses address topics related to persons with disabilities.  Additionally, new 
County government employees view a video 

 

The Ten Commandments of 
Communicating with People with Disabilities  at the employee orientation program 
about interacting with persons with disabilities.  

The County Government does not have a mandatory training course devoted to topics 
surrounding the hiring persons with disabilities.  Table 7-6 (next page) lists the courses 
that do address topics related to persons with disabilities.          
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Table 7-6 

Summary of OHR Courses 
that Address Topics Related to Persons with Disabilities 

Course Title Mandatory for: 

Required Courses 

EEO/Diversity Management for Managers and Supervisors All managers and supervisors 

Interviewing and Selecting Employees 
Beginning in FY09  all hiring managers 

and all employees on interview panels 

Preventing Workplace Harassment All employees 

Elective Courses 

Americans with Disabilities Act  Employment Law 

Americans with Disabilities Act  Local Government Services 

ADA  Serving Customers with Disabilities 

Disability Case Management Program:  The Supervisor s Role 

Source:  Planning for the Future FY2008:  Building a Learning Organization, OHR 

 

County Government training includes several training programs that award certificates to 
employees who complete all requirements.  Two of these programs offer courses that 
address topics related to persons with disabilities.  Table 7-7 identifies these programs 
and lists the associated training courses that address topics related to persons with 
disabilities.  Each program requires at least one such course.   

Table 7-7 
Summary of OHR Training Programs  

that Address Topics Related to Persons with Disabilities 

Course Title Required by 
Program? 

Diversity Studies Program  Supervisory/Managerial Track 

ADA  Serving Customers with Disabilities  

Americans with Disabilities Act  Employment Law  

Americans with Disabilities Act  Local Government Services  

Preventing Workplace Harassment Yes 

Diversity Studies Program  Employee Track 

ADA  Serving Customers with Disabilities  

Preventing Workplace Harassment Yes 

Human Resources Management Program 

Americans with Disabilities Act  Employment Law Yes 

EEO/Diversity Management for Managers and Supervisors Yes 

Preventing Workplace Harassment Yes 

Americans with Disabilities Act  Local Government Services  

Disability Case Management Program:  The Supervisor s Role  

Interviewing and Selecting Employees  

Source:  Planning for the Future FY2008:  Building a Learning Organization, OHR 
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E. ONLINE JOB APPLICATIONS AND WEBSITE ACCESSIBILITY   

The County Government publishes job vacancy announcements on its website and has an 
online job application process.  Under the Americans with Disabilities Act, the County 
Government must ensure that these and all other parts of its website are accessible for 
persons with disabilities.183  The County Government s Public Information Office (PIO) 
and the Department of Technology Services (DTS) share overall responsibility for the 
County Government s website.  

Individual departments are responsible for ensuring accessibility of their own website 
information and service features, e.g., online job application process, online reporting of 
discrimination complaints.  The County offers an optional training course for staff who 
use the software to edit County Government web pages.  As currently structured, this 
course does not address website accessibility.  

The County Government s only formal website accessibility guidance for employees is 
posted on the County Government s intranet.  In sum, this guidance:  

 

States that all web information and resources must be accessible and designed 
for use by screen readers and other specialized software; 

 

Provides a link to a U.S. Department of Justice publication on website 
accessibility; and 

 

Identifies individual department information technology (IT) staff as the 
resource for assistance with making websites accessible to persons with 
disabilities.   

For reference, Appendix F contains a copy of DOJ s website accessibility information.184  

The Office of Human Resources is responsible for ensuring that the County s online job 
application process and online career information is accessible to persons with 
disabilities.  There is no specific person designated either in the PIO or DTS for hands-on 
assistance with designing accessible websites.  Further, no County Government staff 
member has responsibility for monitoring website accessibility as a whole or for 
verifying that individual department websites are accessible to persons with disabilities.  

Most County Government web pages have a text version link to facilitate the use of 
assistive technology with the County Government s website.  OLO conducted a sample 
test of this technology and found that it was not working reliably, including on the 
Career information web pages maintained by the Office of Human Resources.  

Appendix L lists specific web pages on which the text version link was not working in 
late April and early May of this year. 

                                                

 

183 See 42 U.S.C. § 12132; 28 C.F.R. § 35.160(a). 
184 This DOJ information is based on Section 508 of the federal Rehabilitation Act, which requires federal 
agencies to make their electronic and information technology accessible to people with disabilities.  See 29 
U.S.C. § 794d. 
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Browsealoud.  The County s website is enabled to work with a program called 
Browsealoud that users can download (at no cost) from the County Government website.  

Browsealoud reads webpage text aloud when the user places the cursor over specific words 
or a link.   

The Accessibility link on the bottom of all County Government webpages takes users 
to information about this program.  The County Government website states that:  

The [Browsealoud] service is designed to provide speech-enabled content 
to users with: 

 

Low literacy and reading skills; 

 

Limited English proficiency; 

 

Dyslexia or related disabilities; and  

 

Mild vision impairments.  

Accessible Work Stations.  In FY07, the Office of Human Resources purchased screen 
reader software for three publicly-available computers located in the Office of Human 
Resources.   

F. CUSTOMIZED EMPLOYMENT PUBLIC INTERN PROJECT  

The FY08 County Government budget, as proposed by the Executive and approved by 
the Council, included $150,000 to establish the County Government s Customized 
Employment Public Intern Project.  The purpose of the Intern Project is to provide short-
term, part-time, non-merit County Government jobs for persons with disabilities.185  

Fifty thousand dollars of the $150,000 was allocated to the Office of Human Resources to 
contract for a Project Coordinator; the other $100,000 was allocated to the Department of 
Health and Human Services to pay the interns wages.  

Program Implementation.  In May 2007, OHR developed a new class specification that 
includes the intern position  a County Government Assistant  at the Grade 1 level.  See 
Appendix M for a copy of the class specification.   

The County Government hired the Project Coordinator by amending an existing County 
contract with TransCen, Inc. (a primary partner of MontgomeryWorks).  The job of the 

                                                

 

185 In general, customized employment programs identify the skills and abilities of a person with a 
disability then negotiate with employers to create a job based on the person s skills and the employer s 
business needs.  An employer may create a position by identifying unmet needs or carving out tasks from 
existing positions.  Customized Employment: Applying Practical Solutions for Employment Success. 
Volume 2, Office of Disability Employment Policy, U.S. Department of Labor (Dec. 2006).  The County s 
program differs slightly because it begins with a hiring department developing a job that meets the 
employer s needs and then offers it to persons with disabilities.  See Chapter IV on page 21 for a 
description of customized employment.
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Project Coordinator is to work with interested County Government departments to 
identify, develop, and fill intern positions.  

The Project Coordinator started working on July 1, 2007.  TransCen staff developed and 
County staff approved the structure of the project.  The Project Coordinator receives 
direction from the OHR Director and the Chief of DHHS Aging and Disability Services.  

Developing and Advertising Positions.  To publicize the project:  OHR s Careers 
website was amended with a link to information about the program and to application 
materials.  In addition, the County Executive highlighted the intern project at the 
September 2007 Quarterly Leadership Forum and the OHR Director and the Director of 
DHHS sent a joint memorandum about the project to all County department directors in 
October 2007. 

County departments interested in the internship project contact the TransCen Project 
Coordinator.  The Project Coordinator explains the process and works with a department 
to identify specific unmet tasks in the department.  Based on these discussions, the 
Project Coordinator develops a task list for a position that describes essential functions 
that an applicant must be able to perform.    

Following department and County approval, the Project Coordinator advertises an intern 
position through an e-mail distribution list that includes, among others, community 
agencies that work with persons with disabilities and other groups and networks that 
focus on persons with disabilities.  See Appendix N for a copy of the application 
procedures, an information intake form, and examples of task lists.  

Interviewing and Selecting Candidates.  To apply for a position, individuals must fill 
out an application, submit a resume and check off the tasks they can perform on the task 
list for the position.  The Project Coordinator reviews applications, interviews all 
applicants that apply for a specific position, and verifies an applicant s disability.  The 
Project Coordinator then refers qualified candidates to the hiring department for a second 
interview.   

Departments may ask a job candidate to participate in a working interview to evaluate 
how the candidate performs the required tasks.  Applicants hired for the program must 
show proof of a disability prior to beginning work.  

Current Project Status.  For the initial year of the project (FY08), the Intern Project s 
goal is to hire interns to work a total of 13,000 hours.  Project interns are classified as 
short-term non-merit County employees  limited to working no more than 900 hours 

in a 12-month period and no more than two 12-month periods.186  Employees earn $7.20 
per hour and do not receive benefits or accrue paid leave.  Interns can work between one 
and 18 hours per week.   

                                                

 

186 See MCC § 33-20 and Personnel Regulations § 7-3(b) for the law and regulation governing short-term 
employees. 
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As of March 2008, the County has hired 23 interns in six departments.  Interns work, on average, 
10.5 hours per week.  Table 7-8 summarizes data about interns hired through the program.  

Table 7-8 
Summary of Employment Data for the Customized  

Employment Public Intern Project 

Month Hiring 
Department 

Number of 
New Hires Hours/Week 

Average 
Weekly 

Hours/New 
Hire 

DHHS 5 30 6 
October 

Transit 2 18 9 

OHR 2 27 13.5 
November 

DHHS 1 9 9 

December 

 

0 

  

DHHS 2 27 13.5 
January 

OHR 1 6 6 

DHHS 3 36 12 

DPWT 2 20 10 February 

DTS 1 18 18 

March DLC 4 60 15 

Total  23 251 10.9 

Source: DHHS and TransCen, Inc. 

 

As of April 2008, the County has created, but not filled, three additional positions.  The County 
Executive s recommended FY09 Operating Budget maintains the FY08 funding for the program 

 

$100,000 for intern salaries and $50,000 to fund a contract for a Project Coordinator.  

Commission on People with Disabilities Input on County Government Hiring.  
Beginning in July 2007, the Commission on People with Disabilities and the County 
Executive exchanged letters about including persons with disabilities in the County s 
efforts to strengthen minority recruitment.  The Commission praised the County s efforts, 
including the internship program, and it encouraged the County Executive to make more 
employment opportunities available for persons with disabilities.  (See Appendix N1 for 
copies of these letters.)  

G. ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURE 1-10, DISABILITY EMPLOYMENT 

TRAINING/SERVICES CONTRACTING  
Administrative Procedure (AP) 1-10 establishes policies and procedures for the County 
Government to procure services through training contracts with agencies engaged in 
providing employment training services to people with disabilities.  The Chief 
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Administrative Officer approved the first iteration of AP 1-10 in the early 1990s; the 
County most recently revised AP 1-10 in 2003.  

1.   Overview of Policy and Procedures  

AP 1-10 outlines an inter-departmental process for developing these contracts.  The three 
offices/departments with lead responsibilities are the Office of the Chief Administrative 
Officer (CAO), the Office of Procurement, and the Department of Health and Human 
Services.  These responsibilities are described below.  

Under AP 1-10, the CAO must annually solicit and approve a list of contract services that 
departments plan to procure  via requests for proposals (RFP)  from employment 
agencies that provide services to persons with disabilities.  The RFP evaluation criteria 
must include the description of services to be provided and the price proposed by the 
bidding agency and [p]oints allocated to price [in the evaluation criteria] may not exceed 
the points allocated to any other individual selection criteria.  AP 1-10 contracts may not 
be renewed for more than a total of five years.  

AP 1-10 designates the Department of Health and Human Services to provide guidance to 
departments throughout the solicitation process.  DHHS role includes:  

 

Assisting with identifying services that could appropriately be provided by an 
employment agency that serves persons with disabilities; 

 

Helping to develop the RFP and the selection criteria; and 

 

Participating on the Qualification and Selection Committee to evaluate the 
proposals.  

According to AP 1-10, the Office of Procurement must:  

 

Distribute the RFP consistent with Procurement Regulations;

  

Send proposals to the department; and  

 

Execute the contract.  

Finally, the CAO must request annual reports from the departments on their use of AP 1-
10, including the total number of contracts awarded, the number of contracts departments 
did not renew, and any concerns with performance.  

2.   Current Administrative Procedure 1-10 Contract Awards  

The County Government currently does not maintain an ongoing list of contracts awarded 
using AP-10.  At OLO s request, the Office of Procurement conducted a survey of 
County departments about their current use of AP 1-10.  Table 7-9 summarizes the 
information compiled by the Office of Procurement in April 2008.  In sum:  

 

There are currently three contracts issued under AP 1-10; 

 

Two of the contracts are for custodial services and one is for book sorting; and 
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The value of the three contracts over the total life of the contracts is $532,771.  

Table 7-9 
Contracts Issued Under AP 1-10, FY08 

Contract Administrator 
Total Amount 
Paid Over Life 

of Contract 

Agency Awarded 
Contract Services Provided 

Department of Public Works 
and Transportation (DPWT) 

$34,709 
Centers for the 
Handicapped 

Custodial services for Parking 
District (meter shop and Silver 
Spring office)  

DPWT  $311,779 
ARC of 
Montgomery 
County 

Custodial services for two 
libraries, the PSTA, and parts 
of the MCCF  

Montgomery County Public 
Libraries (MCPL) 

$186,283 
Community 
Services for Autistic 
Adults and Children 

 

Book sorting 

Source: Office of Procurement 

 

While compiling information about AP 1-10 contracts, OLO learned about two other 
contracts the County Government awarded 

 

one as a mini-contract (defined as an 
award under $25,000) and one as a non-competitive award  to organizations that provide 
supportive employment services for persons with disabilities.  The County Government 
does not maintain a comprehensive list of such contracts.  The two that OLO identified 
are:  

 

A $24,997 contract with the ARC of Montgomery County awarded by DPWT for 
the distribution of Ride-On bus schedules; and 

 

A $15,000 contract with MCPS for lawn maintenance on behalf of DPWT by 
MCPS special education students who receive mental health services.   DHHS 
monitors this contract.  

3.   Feedback on AP 1-10 in Practice  

Several themes emerged from OLO s conversations with staff in the Office of 
Procurement, DPWT, DHHS, and MCPL regarding AP 1-10.    

Current practices do not strictly adhere to the process outlined in AP 1-10.  The 
CAO does not currently solicit information on an annual basis on services that 
departments would like to provide through AP 1-10 contracts and does not request 
reports on an annual report of departments use of AP 1-10.  

Bid practices also differ from the process detailed in AP 1-10.  DPWT issued invitations 
for bid (IFBs) rather than RFPs for its two current AP 1-10 contracts.  Under the IFB 
process, price is the primary consideration in making an award, which conflicts with the 
AP 1-10 requirement that points allocated to price may not exceed the points allocated 
to any other individual selection criteria.
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Satisfaction with AP 1-10 contract services varies.  OLO solicited feedback from 
County Government staff that monitor AP 1-10 contracts.  Some staff reported 
satisfaction with the services received.  One staff member reported that the service 
provided under the AP 1-10 contract would be difficult to complete without the contract.    

Other staff reported previous or ongoing challenges with the quality of services received 
under an AP 1-10 contract.  One staff member reported that additional work by other 
individuals is sometimes required to meet appropriate standards for the work performed.  
Staff also reported that some past contracts were terminated because of supervision and 
service quality problems that could not be resolved.  

Some contract monitoring staff reported that these contracts let departments provide 
employment opportunities to persons with disabilities while receiving a necessary 
service, and viewed this as an important function of AP 1-10 contracts.  These staff 
simultaneously acknowledged that AP 1-10 contracts sometimes require an extra level of 
monitoring when compared to other contracts for similar services. 
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CHAPTER VIII. Related Issues  

This chapter identifies two issues that are related to the County Government s 
employment of persons with disabilities, but outside the immediate scope of OLO s 
assignment.  

 
Section A, Special Hiring Authority for Merit System Jobs, describes past 
efforts to create a special hiring authority within the County Government s merit 
system to hire persons with disabilities. 

 

Section B, County Programs to Promote the Hiring of Persons with 
Disabilities in the Private Sector, describes County Government efforts to 
support employment opportunities for persons with disabilities in the private 
sector.   

A. SPECIAL HIRING AUTHORITY FOR MERIT SYSTEM JOBS  

In the course of conducting research for this project, a recurrent question raised by those 
interviewed was whether the County Government could develop a special hiring 
authority to hire persons with disabilities into merit system positions.  Reference was 
made to the federal government s Schedule A hiring authority as an example of a special 
hiring authority.  (See page 26 for a description of how the federal government s 
Schedule A hiring authority works.)  

This section briefly reviews the history of advocacy for this idea and describes the legal 
issues related to establishing a special hiring authority in the County Government for 
hiring persons with disabilities.   

1. History of Advocacy for a Special Hiring Authority  

In July 1994, Montgomery County s Commission on People with Disabilities proposed to 
the County Executive that the County Government establish a special hiring authority to 
increase disabilities (sic) community representation in the County work force and make 
the County a model for local jurisdictions in the employment of persons with 
disabilities. 187  Then County Executive Neal Potter supported the proposal and 
recommended legislation be drafted to establish a special hiring authority.188   

A memorandum from an Assistant County Attorney, written in July 1994, references the 
meeting between Commission members and the County Executive.  This memorandum 
also notes that that the Commission had advocated creation of a special hiring authority 
for years. 189  (See Appendix O for a copy of this memorandum.) 

                                                

 

187 Memorandum from Steven Gilbert, Assistant County Attorney, to Jane Lawton, Special Assistant to the 
County Executive, at 2 (July 21, 1994) [hereinafter 1994 Gilbert Memo ]. 
188 Ibid. 
189 Ibid. at 1. 
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The Assistant County Attorney analyzed the Commission s proposal and concluded, 
based on language in § 401 of the Montgomery County Charter, that [i]n order, then, for 
the County Council to be authorized to establish a program for hiring persons, such as 
persons with severe disabilities, on a basis other than merit . . . the Charter must be 
amended because Section 401 in its present form clearly mandates use of the merit 
system and merit system principles in all employee recruitment and selection . . . . 190  
This conclusion was based on Charter language that required that personnel actions, 
including hiring, be based on demonstrated merit and fitness. 191  

The Assistant County Attorney proposed adding the following language to the County 
Charter if the Council and Executive are in agreement that establishment of a special 
hiring authority is good government policy for Montgomery County :192  

The Council may establish by legislation a special hiring authority to 
permit the recruitment, selection, and hiring of persons with disabilities in 
the County work force, with personnel actions based on factors other than 
merit system principles.193  

In an October 1997 memorandum, a former Chair of the Commission on People with 
Disabilities recounted the 1994 events surrounding the Commission s advocacy for a 
special hiring authority.  He noted that [a]ll efforts [by the Commission] were 
subsequently abandoned when the County Attorney determined that an amendment to 
the county charter would be necessary . . . . 194   

2. Current Legal Opinion of the Office of the County Attorney  

At the request of OLO, the Office of the County Attorney reviewed the July 1994 
Memorandum and its legal conclusion that a Charter amendment would be required to 
allow the Council to establish a special hiring authority in Montgomery County 
Government for persons with disabilities.  In February 2008, the Office of the County 
Attorney informed OLO that, even though the language in Charter § 401 has been 
amended since 1994, the legal conclusion in the memorandum is still valid.        

                                                

 

190 Ibid. at 4. 
191 Ibid. at 3. 
192 Ibid. at 4. 
193 Ibid. 
194 Memorandum from Kermit Mohn to Arlene Shapiro Wiseth, Chair, Employment Committee of the 
Commission on People with Disabilities, at 1 (October 14, 1997). 
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B. COUNTY PROGRAMS TO PROMOTE THE HIRING OF PERSONS WITH DISABILITIES 

IN THE PRIVATE SECTOR   

In addition to the direct hiring of persons with disabilities, the County Government funds 
several programs designed to help persons with disabilities find employment in the 
private sector.  While an evaluation of these efforts was outside the scope of OLO s 
immediate assignment, this section highlights the County s current investments in this 
area.   

MontgomeryWorks.   MontgomeryWorks provides workforce services to Montgomery 
County residents at three one-stop workforce centers in the County  located in 
Gaithersburg, Wheaton, and in the Montgomery County Correctional Facility.  The 
Department of Economic Development reports that these centers, funded by a 
combination of federal and County dollars, serve over 10,000 job seekers and employers 
every year.  

The Department of Economic Development manages contracts with several organizations 
to provide services delivered through the workforce centers.  Two of these providers 

 

TransCen, Inc. and St. Luke s House, Inc.  provide services for persons with disabilities 
in the workforce centers.    

The workforce centers include staff designated as disability program navigators.  The 
job of the navigators is to work with staff, partners, and businesses to provide accessible 
employment and training services.  Workforce center services include providing job 
readiness workshops and training; hosting job fairs; providing customized training 
programs; and providing programs for veterans and youth.  

Funding of Employment Opportunities for Persons with Disabilities.  The County 
Government also funds supported employment opportunities for persons with 
developmental disabilities through contracts with non-profit service providers who serve 
developmentally disabled individuals.  In FY08, approximately $1.1 million in the 
Department of Health and Human Services budget is designated for supported 
employment services.  In addition, the County Government funds three contracts totaling 
$125,000 to provide services to developmentally disabled individuals who do not receive 
services through the non-profit service providers. 
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CHAPTER IX. Findings  

Research consistently shows that a lower percent of persons with disabilities are employed 
compared to persons without disabilities.  In 2006, according to the American Community 
Survey, 54% of persons with a disability living in Montgomery County were employed; this 
compared to an employment rate of 79% for residents with no disability.  

The set of employment barriers faced by persons with disabilities includes employers 
presumptions about persons with disabilities as well as the personal circumstances of the job 
seekers.  There are provisions in Federal, State, and County law explicitly designed to protect 
persons with disabilities from workplace discrimination  including discrimination in the 
hiring process.  

In 2006, data from the American Community Survey indicated that approximately 10% 
(83,600) of Montgomery County residents reported having one or more disabilities.  Of these 
individuals: 10% were between five and 15 years old; 50% were between 16 and 64 years 
old; and 40% were 65 years old and older.  

Based on an interest in learning more about the laws and practices related to the hiring of 
persons with disabilities in general and the County Government s own efforts as an employer 
in this area, the Council assigned the Office of Legislative Oversight (OLO) a project to:  

 

Identify barriers to employment for persons with disabilities; 

 

Compile a summary of strategies other jurisdictions use to overcome these barriers; 

 

Summarize federal, state, and local laws meant to prevent discrimination against 
persons with disabilities in the hiring process; and 

 

Describe and evaluate the County Government s policies and practices for hiring 
persons with disabilities.  

This chapter presents OLO s findings organized into two parts:   

Part A contains six findings based on OLO s review of the literature on hiring 
persons with disabilities and the practices of other jurisdictions;  

Part B contains nine findings specific to Montgomery County Government s laws 
and practices related to hiring persons with disabilities.  
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A. GENERAL RESEARCH AND COMPARATIVE FINDINGS   

Finding #1: Reported unemployment rates for persons with disabilities consistently 
evidence a higher rate of unemployment compared to persons without a 
disability.  

The U.S. Census Bureau s American Community Survey data on employment and 
unemployment rates in 2006 for the total working age population (which includes persons 
with and without disabilities), show that:  

 

46% of Montgomery County residents with one or more disabilities were not 
employed.  This compared to 63% in the United States and 57% in Maryland. 

 

Persons without disabilities had a lower unemployment rate in 2006 than persons with 
disabilities.  Nationwide, the gap was 38 percentage points; in Montgomery County, 
the gap was 25 percentage points.   

Finding #2: Studies on the economic impact of hiring persons with disabilities find 
that employees with and without disabilities have comparable 
performance, longevity rates, and absenteeism rates.   

In 2007, researchers from DePaul University evaluated the economic impact of hiring 
persons with disabilities in private sector employment in the Chicago area.  The study found 
that:  

 

Employees with and without disabilities had similar absenteeism rates;   

 

Employees with and without disabilities had nearly identical job performance ratings; 
and 

 

Employees with disabilities remained on the job, on average, 5% longer than 
employees without disabilities.  

A law review article on the economics of providing accommodations to persons with 
disabilities cited several studies which had found that providing reasonable accommodations 
provides positive benefits to employers.195  In particular, the studies found that compared to 
workers without a disability, workers with a disability who received accommodations had 
lower job turnover rates and equivalent or lower absenteeism rates.      

                                                

 

195 See Stein, M. A., The Law and Economics of Disability Accommodations, 53 Duke Law Journal 79, 104 
(2003). 
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Finding #3: The cost of a providing a reasonable accommodation to an employee with 

a disability averages less than $500.  

Numerous studies published in recent years indicate that a reasonable accommodation for an 
employee with a disability costs, on average, less than $500.  A 2007 study by DePaul 
University found that the average cost of a reasonable accommodation was $313 and that 
37% of accommodations had no out-of-pocket costs, e.g., flexible scheduling, job 
restructuring.   

Another study of employers who had used the U.S. Department of Labor s Job 
Accommodation Network between 2004 and 2006 reported that 46% of accommodations for 
employees and job applicants with disabilities had no out-of-pocket costs.  This study also 
found that 45% of reasonable accommodations involved a one-time cost; 7% included an 
ongoing cost; and 2% required a one-time cost and an ongoing cost.   

Finding #4: Persons with disabilities face many barriers to employment that prevent 
them from getting jobs.  

Research literature documents that persons with disabilities often confront barriers to 
employment that include employers presumptions about persons with disabilities, job 
structure, and the job seeker s personal circumstances.  

The U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission summarizes the employment barriers 
faced by persons with disabilities as follows:  

Some [people with disabilities] face physical barriers that make it difficult to 
get into and around a work site or to use necessary work equipment.  Some are 
excluded or limited by the way people communicate with each other.  Others 
are excluded because of rigid work schedules that allow no flexibility for 
people with special needs caused by disability.  Many are excluded only by 
barriers in other people s minds; these include unfounded fears, stereotypes, 
presumptions, and misconceptions about job performance, safety, absenteeism, 
costs, or acceptance by co-workers and customers.196   

Finding #5: Some employers have implemented strategies explicitly designed to break 
down common employment barriers for persons with disabilities.   

A comparative review of practices implemented by other jurisdictions identified six recurring 
strategies that employers are using as part of a concerted effort to break down employment 
barriers for persons with disabilities:   

                                                

 

196 Technical Assistance Manual:  Title I of the ADA, U.S. Equal Employment Opportunity Commission § 3.2 
(January 1992). 
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Developing leadership and top management commitment to hiring persons with disabilities; 

 
Training and educating managers and other staff on hiring and working with persons 
with disabilities; 

 
Targeting recruitment efforts to increase the number of applicants with disabilities; 

 
Improving accessibility in the recruitment and hiring process; 

 
Improving access to reasonable accommodations; and 

 
Providing opportunities for persons with disabilities to gain job experience.  

Surveys of supervisors in federal government agencies report that visible top management 
commitment to hiring persons with disabilities is particularly effective in addressing barriers to 
hiring persons with disabilities.   

Finding #6: Examples of programs and practices targeted to increase the hiring of 
persons with disabilities can be found in the federal government as well as 
in some state and local governments.  

The Federal Government, the State of Maryland, and some other state and local governments 
have implemented numerous programs and policies aimed at increasing the hiring of persons 
with disabilities.  For example:   

 

Federal Government:  Federal law authorizes federal agencies to directly hire an applicant 
with a disability into a vacant position on a non-competitive basis.  The Federal 
Government also has developed comprehensive standards for designing websites that allow 
persons with disabilities to access content using assistive technology. 

 

State of Maryland:  The Maryland Department of Budget and Management and the 
Division of Rehabilitation Services operate the QUEST (Quality, Understanding, 
Excellence, Success and Training) program, which provides 12-week long, stipend-
paid internships in the State Government for persons with disabilities.  The State also 
developed an alternative process to add applicants with disabilities to the list of 
candidates eligible for a State job if a reasonable accommodation cannot provide a 
fair and equal opportunity for the applicant to take required employment tests. 

 

Miami-Dade County, Florida:  Miami-Dade County developed a reasonable 
accommodation manual that addresses issues surrounding how to request, evaluate 
requests for, fund, and provide reasonable accommodations. 

 

City of Chicago, Illinois:  The Mayor of Chicago established a taskforce to identify 
opportunities to improve public and private sector employment for persons with 
disabilities in Chicago.  The City Government has implemented a number of 
strategies as a result of the task force recommendations, including a mandatory three-
hour training for managers on employing persons with disabilities. 

 

King County, Washington:  King County collects and tracks data on the number of 
employees with disabilities in the County government and requires County 
departments to develop plans to increase hiring, retention, and promotion of persons 
with disabilities. 
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B.  MONTGOMERY COUNTY GOVERNMENT S LAWS AND PRACTICES   

Finding #7: Federal, State, and County law prohibit the County Government from 
discriminating against persons with disabilities in the hiring process.  

The following laws and regulations expressly prohibit the County Government from 
discriminating against persons with disabilities in all employment decisions, including the 
recruitment and hiring process:  

 

Federal Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA);  

 

Maryland Fair Employment Practices Act; 

 

Montgomery County Code, Chapter 27, Human Relations and Civil Liberties; and 

 

Montgomery County Personnel Regulations.  

The ADA also requires the County Government to provide reasonable accommodations, 
when requested, to all qualified individuals with disabilities who can perform the essential 
functions of a job.   

Finding #8: The County Government does not track the number of persons with 
disabilities in the County Government workforce.  

The County Government does not ask job applicants whether they have a disability.  The 
County Government does collect disability-related information from all job applicants with 
conditional offers of employment, but does not compile this information for tracking 
purposes.  

Under the ADA, before making a job offer, an employer can ask job applicants to voluntarily 
self-identify as persons with disabilities only if the employer has an affirmative action 
program for persons with disabilities or uses the information to benefit persons with 
disabilities.  Office of Human Resources staff report that the County also does not collect 
disability information about job applicants for statistical use because:  

 

Asking job applicants to disclose whether they have a disability  would produce 
inaccurate data because individuals do not use the term disability  consistently and 
may use the term in a manner that is inconsistent with the definition in the ADA; 

 

Persons with disabilities often are reluctant to disclose information about their 
disability when applying for jobs for fear of discrimination; and 

 

While the federal government mandates that employers collect demographic 
information about job applicants race and gender, collecting similar information 
about disability status is not mandated by federal law or regulation.   
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Finding #9: The County Government funds a number of programs designed to help 

persons with disabilities find employment in the private sector.   

The focus of this OLO study was on the County Government s efforts, as an employer, to 
hire persons with disabilities.  While beyond the scope of the assignment, it is relevant to 
note that, over the years, the County Government has made regular investments in programs 
designed to assist persons with disabilities find employment in the private sector.    

Programs are funded both in the County Government s Department of Economic 
Development and the Department of Health and Human Services.  Specifically:   

MontgomeryWorks provides workforce services to Montgomery County residents at three 
one-stop workforce centers in the County.  Services include:  job readiness workshops and 

training; job fairs; and customized training programs.  The workforce centers include staff 
designated as disability program navigators, who work with staff, partners, and businesses 
to provide accessible employment and training services for persons with disabilities.   

Supportive Employment Programs.  In FY08, approximately $1.1 million in the 
Department of Health and Human Services budget is designated for supported employment 
services for persons with disabilities, provided by non-profit organizations under contract 
with the County.  In addition, the County Government funds three contracts totaling 
$125,000 to provide employment-related services to developmentally disabled individuals 
who do not receive services through the non-profit service providers.   

Finding #10: The County Government addresses the hiring of persons with disabilities 
in several parts of the merit system hiring process.   

The County Government s Office of Human Resources (OHR) efforts to address the hiring 
of persons with disabilities in the different parts of the merit system hiring process are 
summarized below.  

Developing Job Announcements.  OHR s Recruitment and Staffing Team works with 
County Government departments to develop job announcements, which list the essential 
functions of a specific position.  Job announcements include both minimum qualifications 
(e.g., experience, education, and licensing requirements) and, based on the needs and 
requirements of the hiring department, preferred criteria.  

Hiring department staff create an initial draft of preferred criteria for review by OHR staff.  
OHR staff work with hiring department staff to ensure that the final criteria do not contain 
requirements that would unnecessarily (or illegally) screen out qualified people, including 
persons with disabilities.    
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Recruitment.  OHR staff participate in career fairs, including those targeted to persons with 
disabilities.  OHR also works with the Employer Assistance and Recruitment Network 
(EARN)  an organization that provides services to employers, disability services providers, 
and jobseekers with disabilities  to advertise the County Government as an employer and to 
advertise merit system positions.  In the past year, the County Government has increased its 
use of EARN to advertise County Government jobs to persons with disabilities.    

OHR also makes computers with screen reader software available to members of the public 
to review and apply for County Government positions.  

Interviewing Job Applicants.  In 2006, OHR s Recruitment and Staffing Team drafted 
Selection Guidelines for Montgomery County: A Users Guide for Hiring Managers, which 
includes information about interviewing persons with disabilities.  OHR s Training and 
Organizational Development team uses these Selection Guidelines in its Interviewing and 
Hiring Employees training, which will be mandatory for all hiring managers and all 
employees sitting on hiring panels beginning in FY09.  

The Selection Guidelines include sample interview questions and evaluation criteria for 
applicants responses.  The evaluation criteria in the Selection Guidelines for 
Presentation/Communication direct interviewers to evaluate applicants based on an 

applicant s ability to communicate.  The examples provided include articulation, 
mannerisms, gestures, eye contact, and vocal inflection  and focus on physical ways to 
communicate.  The Selection Guidelines do not discuss how individual applicants physical 
abilities to communicate vary.  

Providing Reasonable Accommodations for Job Applicants.  The County Government 
provides accommodations to job applicants with disabilities who request them.  On the 
County Government s OHR Career webpage, OHR provides information for job applicants 
with disabilities about receiving accommodations during the hiring process.  The County 
Government does not have further written procedures outlining the process for requesting 
and evaluating requests for accommodations.  

The Disability Program Manager on OHR s Occupational Medical Services (OMS) Team 
determines whether an applicant is a person with a disability who qualifies for reasonable 
accommodation under the ADA and whether an appropriate accommodation exists for a job.  
Under the ADA, OMS is allowed to deny a request for an accommodation if an applicant is 
not a qualified person with a disability under the ADA or if providing an accommodation 
would create an undue hardship for the County Government.  The County Government has 
no written process for job applicants to appeal the denial of a request for an accommodation.  

Between FY05 and FY07, the County Government received a total of 43 requests for 
accommodations  nine from job applicants and 34 from employees.  For the job applicants, 
the County Government provided accommodations in response to seven requests and denied 
two requests.  
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Paying for Reasonable Accommodations.  The County Government has a centralized fund, 
administered by Occupational Medical Services, that was established to assist individual 
County offices/departments pay for reasonable accommodations that cost more than $500.  
The FY08 Office of Human Resources budget includes $15,000 allocated for the fund.  To 
date, OHR has done little to publicize the fund, either within County Government or on the 
County s website.  

As of April 3, 2008, the County had spent $344 of the $15,000 budgeted for the fund this 
year.  A review of the fund s use in recent years shows expenditures of $7,297 in FY05, $0 in 
FY06, and $6,904 in FY07.  

Worker Assistance Program.  OHR established the Worker Assistance Program in FY06 to 
provide accommodations to County Government employees or applicants with a conditional 
job offer who are not considered disabled under the ADA, but who still could benefit from 
assistance.  

In January 2006, the OHR Director sent department directors a memo describing the Worker 
Assistance Program and indicating a request form would be available through OMS County 
intranet website.  Since that time, no additional information about the program has been 
distributed and there are there are no written program guidelines that outline, for example:  
who qualifies, what assistance the program provides, how employees can request assistance, 
or criteria for evaluating requests under the program.   

Finding #11: The County Government delegates responsibility to County Government 
departments to ensure that online information and service features on 
department web pages are accessible for persons with disabilities.  

The County Government publishes job vacancy announcements on its website and has an 
online job application process.  Under the federal Americans with Disabilities Act, the 
County must ensure that all parts of its website are accessible to persons with disabilities.  

The County Government s Public Information Office (PIO) and the Department of 
Technology Services (DTS) share overall responsibility for the County Government s 
website.  Individual departments are responsible for ensuring that their websites information 
and services features (e.g., online job application process, online reporting of discrimination 
complaints) are accessible to persons with disabilities.  The County offers an optional 
training course for staff that use the software to edit County Government web pages.  As 
currently structured, this course does not address website accessibility.  

The County Government s only formal website accessibility guidance for employees (posted 
on the County Government s intranet):    
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States that all web information and resources must be accessible and designed for 
use by screen readers and other specialized software 

 
Provides a link to a U.S. Department of Justice publication on website 
accessibility; and 

 
Identifies individual department information technology staff as the resource for 
assistance with making websites accessible to persons with disabilities.   

There are no other County Government internet accessibility standards or guidelines.  

Most County Government web pages have a text version link to facilitate the use of 
assistive technology with the County Government s website.  OLO s sample test of this 
technology in April and May 2008 found that it does not work reliably, including on the 
Career information web pages maintained by the Office of Human Resources.   

Finding #12: While several County Government training courses address issues related 
to persons with disabilities, there is no mandatory course dedicated to the 
topic.  

The County Government does not have a mandatory training devoted to topics related to the 
employment of persons with disabilities.  Several County Government training courses, 
however, do address topics related to persons with disabilities.  Three elective training 
courses address topics under the Americans with Disabilities Act  employment law, local 
government services, and serving customers with disabilities.  In addition, three required 
County Government courses include discussion of persons with disabilities in the course or 
in training materials.  These are:  

Course Title Mandatory for: 

EEO/Diversity Management for Managers and Supervisors All managers and supervisors 

Interviewing and Selecting Employees 
Beginning in FY09  all hiring managers 
and all employees on interview panels 

Preventing Workplace Harassment All employees 

 

Additionally, new County government employees view a video about interacting with 
persons with disabilities 

 

The Ten Commandments of Communicating with People with 
Disabilities  at the employee orientation program.         
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Finding #13: In FY08, the County Government launched a new program for hiring 

persons with disabilities as part-time interns.   

The FY08 budget, as approved by the Council, funded the Executive s proposal to establish 
the Customized Employment Public Intern Project.  The Project provides short-term, part-
time, non-merit County Government jobs for persons with disabilities.  The program includes 
$50,000 for a Project Coordinator  and $100,000 for intern salaries.  (The $50K is in OHR s 
budget and the $100K is in DHHS budget.)  

The Project Coordinator (hired under a contract) develops intern positions at the request of 
individual departments.  Department staff work with the Project Coordinator to identify unmet 
tasks in a department and create a position based on those tasks.  Job applicants must provide 
proof of a disability and must be able to perform the tasks for a particular job.  

As of March 2008, the County has hired 23 interns in five departments, as follows.  As of 
April 2008, the County has created, but not filled, three additional positions.  

Department/Division Number of 
Interns 

Department of Health and Human Services 11 

Department of Liquor Control 4 

Transit Division, Dept. of Public Works and Transportation 2 

Print Shop, Dept. of Public Works and Transportation 2 

Office of Human Resources 3 

Department of Technology Services 1 

Total 23 

 

Project interns are short-term non-merit County employees  limited to working no more 
than 900 hours in a 12-month period and no more than two 12-month periods.  Interns earn 
$7.20 per hour and do not receive benefits or accrue paid leave.  Interns may work between 
one and 18 hours per week and work, on average, 10.5 hours per week.   

Finding #14: Administrative Procedure 1-10 establishes a process for the County 
Government to contract for services from organizations that employ 
persons with disabilities.  Current practices do not strictly adhere to the 
process outlined in the AP.   

Administrative Procedure 1-10, Disability Employment Training/Services Contracting, 
establishes policies and procedures for the County Government to procure services through 
training contracts with agencies engaged in providing employment training services to 

people with disabilities.  Under AP 1-10, as revised in 2003:    
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The Chief Administrative Officer (CAO) must annually solicit and approve a list 
of services that departments plan to provide through AP 1-10 contracts; 

 
Departments may issue requests for proposals (RFPs) for services where cost can 
account for no more than 50% of the evaluation criteria; 

 
DHHS can provide consultation to departments to identify potential AP 1-10 
services, help develop RFPs, and assist with vendor selection; and 

 

The CAO must request annual reports from departments about their use of AP 1-10.  

The County Government s current practices do not strictly adhere to the processes outlined in 
AP 1-10.  For example, in recent years, the CAO has not solicited a list of potential services 
or requested reports on departments use of AP 1-10; and DHHS staff currently do little 
consulting with departments about the use of AP 1-10.   

In FY08, the County Government has three AP 1-10 contracts  one for library book sorting 
and two for custodial services.  The value of the three contracts over the total life of the 
contracts is $532,771.   

Finding #15: The County Attorney has concluded that establishing an alternative 
hiring process for merit system positions for persons with disabilities 
would require an amendment to the County Charter.  

In the course of conducting this project, a recurring question raised by those interviewed was 
whether the County Government could develop a special hiring authority to hire persons with 
disabilities into merit system positions under different rules.  Reference was made to the 
Federal Government s Schedule A hiring authority as an example of a special hiring 
authority.  

In a July 1994 memorandum, an Assistant County Attorney concluded, based on language in § 
401 of the Montgomery County Charter, that [i]n order, then, for the County Council to be 
authorized to establish a program for hiring persons, such as persons with severe disabilities, 
on a basis other than merit . . . the Charter must be amended because Section 401 in its 
present form clearly mandates use of the merit system and merit system principles in all 
employee recruitment and selection . . . .  This conclusion was based on Charter language that 
required that personnel actions, including hiring, be based on demonstrated merit and 
fitness.   

In February 2008, the Office of the County Attorney informed OLO that, even though the 
language in Charter § 401 has been amended since 1994, the legal conclusion in the 
memorandum is still valid. 
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CHAPTER X. Recommendations  

This chapter outlines the Office of Legislative Oversight s recommendations for Council 
action.  The recommendations are aimed at enhancing the County Government s policies 
and practices related to hiring persons with disabilities.  In sum:  

 
Make hiring persons with disabilities a more visible County Government priority. 

 

Based on the information compiled in this OLO report, review the County 
Government s current merit system practices related to the hiring of persons     
with disabilities. 

 

Monitor the progress of the Customized Employment Public Intern Program and  
implementation of Administrative Procedure 1-10. 

 

Consider whether to pursue a Charter amendment related to the structure of the 
merit system hiring process.   

Recommendation #1: Make hiring persons with disabilities a more visible County 
Government priority.   

The research literature documents that persons with disabilities often confront barriers to 
employment that include employers presumptions about persons with disabilities, job 
structure, and the job seeker s personal circumstances.  The experience of other public 
sector employers demonstrates that a highly visible commitment from top management to 
hiring persons with disabilities is an effective strategy for enhancing a jurisdiction s 
efforts to reduce these known barriers to employment.   

OLO recommends that the Council ask the Chief Administrative Officer (CAO) to raise 
the visibility across all County Government departments/offices on the laws, policies, and 
practices surrounding the County Government s hiring of persons with disabilities.  
Specific actions that the CAO should consider include:  

 

Identify a senior County Government staff member to serve as a champion for 
the County Government s employment of persons with disabilities;   

 

Provide more frequent and focused publicity and training on the County s policies 
regarding the hiring of persons with disabilities, with emphasis on the laws 
regarding equal treatment and resources available for providing reasonable 
accommodations; and 

 

Convene an inter-departmental task force to recommend new strategies for 
increasing attention across all departments and offices to the issues surrounding 
the hiring of persons with disabilities.  
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Recommendation #2: Review the County Government s current merit system hiring 

practices related to the hiring of persons with disabilities.  

OLO recommends that the Council ask the Chief Administrative Officer to review and 
consider revising a number of specific County Government merit system practices related 
to the hiring of persons with disabilities.  The table below lists the practices identified by 
OLO as deserving review along with recommended revisions for the CAO to consider.  

County Government Practice Recommended Revision 

County Government Interview Guidelines 

Guidelines recommend that interviewers evaluate 
applicants based on his/her ability to communicate  e.g., 
articulation, mannerisms, gestures, eye contact, and vocal 
inflection  and focus on physical ways to communicate. 

Revise guidelines to advise interviewers that job 
applicants  abilities to communicate vary and 
how common assumptions about good 
communication skills may disproportionately 
screen out persons with disabilities. 

Providing Reasonable Accommodations 

The County does not have any written guidelines related 
to requesting, evaluating, providing, or appealing denial 
of a reasonable accommodation.  

Establish and widely publicize written guidelines 
outlining all aspects (from application to appeal) 
of the reasonable accommodation process.  

Paying for Reasonable Accommodations 

The existence of the fund established in the Office of 
Human Resources to helping departments pay for 
reasonable accommodations that cost more than $500 is 
not well publicized. 

Widely publicize the availability of the central 
fund (in OHR) to pay for reasonable 
accommodations. 

Worker Assistance Program 

There are no written guidelines for the Worker Assistance 
Program, which was established in FY06 to provide 
accommodations to employees or job applicants with a 
conditional job offer who are not considered disabled 
under the ADA, but who still could benefit from 
assistance.   

Develop written guidelines for the Worker 
Assistance Program and publicize the program to 
County Government employees and job 
applicants. 

Website Accessibility 

The County has no written standards or guidelines for 
ensuring that the County Government s website is 
accessible for persons with disabilities. 

Conduct a review of the County Government s 
website for compliance with the ADA s mandate 
of accessibility for persons with disabilities.  
Develop written guidelines to inform 
departments efforts to develop accessible 
information and online services. 

Employee Training 

While various County trainings address hiring persons 
with disabilities, there is no mandatory training 
specifically dedicated to the topic. 

Develop a mandatory training course for County 
Government managers that specifically focuses 
on hiring persons with disabilities.  The training 
should address common barriers to employment 
for persons with disabilities and how County 
departments can break down those barriers. 
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Recommendation #3: Monitor the progress of the Customized Employment Public 

Intern Program and request an Executive Branch review of 
Administrative Procedure 1-10.  

The County Government currently operates two programs (outside the merit system) that 
provide employment opportunities for persons with disabilities  the Customized 
Employment Public Intern Program and procurement under Administrative Procedure 1-
10 Disability Employment Training/Services Contracting.    
Customized Employment Public Intern Program.  This program was launched in 
FY08, and it is premature to evaluate its success.  For the next several years, OLO 
recommends that the Council request an annual update from the CAO on the 
implementation of the intern program, in order to monitor the program s progress and 
results.   

Administrative Procedure 1-10.  In the course of this report, OLO learned that 
implementation of the AP 1-10  in practice does not strictly adhere to the process outlined 
in the AP.  OLO recommends the Council ask the CAO to review AP 1-10 with the 
desired goal of better aligning the written requirements and current practice.   
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Recommendation #4: Discuss and decide whether to pursue a Charter amendment 

related to the structure of the merit system hiring process.  

During the course of conducting this study, a recurring question raised by persons 
interviewed was, Why doesn t the County Government develop a special hiring 
authority to hire persons with disabilities into merit system jobs?  The model most often 
suggested for the County Government to follow is the Federal Government s Schedule A 
hiring program, which allows federal agencies to directly hire a person with a disability 
into a vacant position on a non-competitive basis.  The County Attorney advises that 
creating this sort of program requires an amendment to the County s Charter.  See 
Appendix O.  

Even with the Schedule A authority in place, the percent of Federal jobs filled by persons 
with disabilities decreased from 1.6% in 1997 to 0.94% in 2006.  According to the U.S. 
Equal Employment Opportunity Commission, factors that explain this decrease include:  
a lack of coordination among the multiple federal agencies that share responsibility for 
increasing employment of persons with disabilities; a cumbersome job application 
process; a lack of knowledge about reasonable accommodations; and continued 
stereotypes about problems related to hiring persons with disabilities.  

OLO recommends that the Council explicitly discuss and decide whether to pursue a 
Charter amendment to enable the County Government to establish a special hiring 
authority for persons with disabilities.  Specific questions for the Council to explore 
include:  

 

As a matter of public policy, does the Council want to establish the precedent of 
creating a special hiring authority for one particular cohort of persons?  

 

What sorts of results would the Council expect from implementing a special 
hiring authority for persons with disabilities? 

 

Would the factors cited for the decline in Federal government hiring of persons 
with disabilities similarly hinder the success of a special hiring authority in the 
County Government? 
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CHAPTER XI. Agency Comments on Final Draft  

The Office of Legislative Oversight circulated a final draft of this report to the Chief 
Administrative Officer for Montgomery County, the Office of Human Resources, the 
Department of Health and Human Services, the Office of Procurement, the Office of the 
County Attorney, the Office of Public Information, the Department of Economic 
Development, the Department of Correction and Rehabilitation, the Department of Public 
Works and Transportation, and Montgomery County Public Libraries.  OLO appreciates 
the time taken by agency representatives to review the draft and provide comments.  
OLO s final report incorporates technical corrections provided by agency staff.  

The written comments received from the CAO are attached in their entirety and begin on 
the following page.  






























































































































